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ABSTRACT
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DIVERSE POPULATIONS IN HIGH SCHOOL UNITED STATES HISTORY
CURRICULUM
by
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The relationship between student dispositions and content regarding historically
marginalized cultures was studied. Research explored how the delivery by the teacher on
challenging subjects would have a direct result on student dispositions and learning. The
research supported the need to change the current approach of teaching United States
history into a transformative model where students are challenged to think about history
from different perspectives. Implications for curriculum delivery are discussed.
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CHAPTER I
Background
With the increasing awareness of the need to educate all children about the
world's cultures and the individual importance and cont1ibutions of such cultures, there is
also a new demand for discovering how to teach students these vital lessons. Realizing
that 'public schools are a product of dominant culture and reflect the general ignorance
about minorities', it is logical to conclude that many children of the dominant culture are
ignorant of world cultures and history (Burnes, 1982).
Contributing to this problem is the manner in which the curriculum treats lessons
of African-Americans, American Indians, Latin Americans and other traditionally
marginalized populations. When White students are only exposed to diversity in a
'contributions model', they will see the history and culture as unrelated to theirs (Banks,
2001 ).

Cultural references within text books have proven to be problematic only

affirming and perpetuating the images and stereotypes within the minds of students
(Loewen, 1995). Current United States history curriculum fails to provide material that
will empower educators to stretch beyond the standard lessons of slavery, Cinco de
Mayo, and Thanksgiving to truly teach students about a culture (Banks, 1994).

Statement of Problem
Modem social studies curriculum and teachers are failing to teach the history of
traditionally marginalized populations in a manner that promotes an appreciation for
diversity (Lewis-Charp, 2003). Students of the dominant culture develop a defensive
nature hindering their ability to learn as a result of skewed curriculum and materials.
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Students build this closed-minded mechanism as a response of being typically exposed to
lessons that divide minority history into an 'us versus them' scenario, or a
victim/victimizer pattern (Tatum, 1999). By the time a student leaves high school, they
do not understand why diversity is necessary and should be celebrated, what they have
learned is how 'they' - as a member of the dominant culture - have done nothing but
oppress (Nile & Straton, 2003). Because students are taught lessons strictly about wrong
doing, they are never taught about the actual culture itself. Students are not exposed to
the virtues and contributions that each group has made to modem society; if anything all
they will remember is leaders within the minority group who stood up against the
dominate culture (Swartz, 1993).

Purpose
The driving force behind this study is to discover why white students reject
lessons of cultural history and diversity, to understand why the defensive mechanism is
triggered, and most importantly at which point in the process these students react in such
a manner. lf it could be understood why and when this reaction takes place, steps may be
taken in order to circumvent such a response; changes in curriculum or delivery could
make a difference. Thus the objective of this study is to understand how White racial
identity development impacts the student's ability to process lessons that do not match
their prior knowledge or perceptions of diverse populations, then apply such knowledge
to the development of curricula that would interrupt the pattern of cognitive dissonance.
As a result, a curriculum would be designed to empower students to think critically about
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United States history, its impact on modern society, and the role of power and privilege
both then and now.

Research Questions

I. Is there is a specific demographic that is most dissonant?
2. At what point in a student's education does this realization of 'us versus them'
take place?
3. Does curriculnm have a direct effect, or is it the manner in which it is delivered
that causes students to react?
4. What changes within the curriculum need to occur in order to help students
process their emotions?

Hypothesis
By creating a curriculum that explores the contributions and actions of all
populations and encouraging students to think critically about the way history is written,
students will be more likely to engage with the material. It is paramount to expand
student exposure to diverse populations beyond the current scope, empower students with
the tools needed to process the material, and manage emotional reactions. Thus,
eliminating the 'us versus them' from curriculum will result in dominant culture students
internalizing lessons of diversity and learning to appreciate the stories of every culture.
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Limitations
This study will be limited to White students at either the secondary or postsecondary level. The study will not be limited geographically.

Assumptions
It is assumed that White students do have such reactions to content, and that

studies cite accurate data affirming so (Higginbotham, 1996; Lawrence, 1998;
Rothschild, 2003). It is assumed that the majority of educators in the United States are
White (Tatum, 1999), and have not yet been exposed the theories regarding racial
development documented within this study (Cobb-Roberts & Mcfalls, 2001).

Definitions
In order to help the reader to comprehend and not misread the study, the
following words have been defined.
Dominant Culture
The term Dominant culture refers to the White culture in the United
States, a culture that has been intentional in establishing its dominance
through a variety of methodologies such as spreading disease, warfare,
land theft, religion, education, and alienation (Howard, 1999).
Cultural Racism
The term cultural racism is defined as "the cultural images and messages
that affirm the assumed superiority of whites and the assumed inferiority
of people of color" (Tatum, 1999).
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The term White is that name that refers to the race of an individual or
entire population of people of the dominant European American descent.

It also refers to the culture of the dominant population, however defining
the culture is nearly impossible as it is in transition (Gallagher, 1997).
Multicultural Education
The 'field of study and emerging discipline whose major aim is to create
equal educational opportunities' for all people from diverse cultural,
racial, socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds. A key goal is to 'help all
students acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and skills needed to function
effectively in a pluralistic democratic society' (Banks & McGee, 2004).
Racial Identity Development
The process an individual proceeds through relating to how their race
influences their sense of self. This process may have multiple phases, and
does not necessarily have a steady progression (Helms, 2004).
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CHAPTER II
Literature Review
In order to develop an empowering United States history curriculum that will
enable students to engage with traditionally sensitive multicultural content, this literature
.

.

review exam mes:
I) Student dispositions regarding race and history in modern classrooms
2) Connections between student race concept and educational framework
3) How to create an Anti-Bias curriculum that will empower students
There is a need for multicultural awareness and education for students as well as
teachers in the classroom. Research has produced a variety of theories regarding the best
manner in which to alter, modify, or reconstruct curriculum with the intent of 'improving
race relations' to ensure that 'all students acquire knowledge, attitudes, and skills needed
to participate in cross-cultural interactions' (Banks in Howard, 1999). Interestingly, much
of available literature tends to focus on race relations and multicultural education in
urban or suburban educational settings (Ayalon, 2003), and is limited to the education of
historically marginalized populations. This review will focus on the education of White
students.
Student Dispositions in Modern Classrooms Regarding Race and Diversity Education
White Student Identity and its Development

The secondary United States history curriculum covers over two hundred years of
history. This history tells a story of emerging democracy and the American tradition of
individualism. Inextricably bound, however, to the nation's history are periods of abuse, a
long established tradition of oppression, and the mistreatment of minority populations
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this stands in stark contrast to the romanticized version of history that is often retold in
history classes and books through out the nation (Crocco, 2004; Stanley, 2003). Teaching
United States history without covering such events is misleading; thus, the struggle lies
not with whether to teach, but rather with how to teach these sensitive topics effectively
for all students. Having established the need to cover challenging curriculum (Brandt,
1994; CNN, 2005; Stanley, 2003), teachers and students engaging in these lessons can be
frustrated with the difficult content causing uncomfortable instances when neither the
teacher nor the student is sure of how to respond (Sternberg, 2004; Tatum, 1999; Nile &
Straton, 2003). Examples of sensitive topics include Jackson's Trail of Tears, the history
of slavery in America, the Chinese Exclusion acts, or Japanese Internment during World
War II. Further complicating the situation for students is being uncertain of how to
process their emotions, which could range from anger to guilt (Nile & Straton, 2003).
Researchers have examined student's emotional reactions to history curriculum,
resulting in a variety of explanations. Dilg suggests the discomfort is the result of a
lacking racial identity (2003). If a student is not fully comfortable with his or her culture
and history, processing content that may reflect upon the student personally in a negative
manner is neither comfortable nor desirable. Another theory suggests that such
discomfort stems from inept knowledge of diverse cultures, coupled with lacking delivery
of the content (Lewis-Charp, 2003). Students are unsure of how to talk about or refer to
populations other than their own when they are not empowered with a well-rounded
knowledge of other cultures. This discomfort, coupled with a teacher who does not foster
a learning environment where students are comfortable sharing reactions and discussing
the content, can lead to frustrating and unsuccessful history lessons.
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White students not only stmggle to define their race, but they also question
whether or not being White equates to being racist (Denevi, 2001 ). Based up her
qualitative study of White students' perspective on race, Lewis-Chm-p stated that students
tend to be 'tom between idealized versions of diversity, race, and ethnicity and the dayto-day stresses of negotiating the difference' (2003). This stems from the dominant
culture's tendency to eliminate the idea of race, believing that an egalitarian environment
where every one has equal opportunity based upon merit is possible (Lewis-Charp, 2003).
White students today have not been adequately educated about how past instances of
oppression may continue to have lasting effects today (Rothenberg, 1996). By failing to
empower White students to make connections between history and modem
circumstances, they will continue to believe that the United States is in fact a
meritocracy. Many White students grow weary of hearing about historical oppression,
and tend to resist claims of institutional racism today (Lewis-Charp, 2003). It is cmcial,
however, to understand the pathology behind White students' attitudes toward race, a
disposition that appears to be disconnected, insensitive, or even ignorant. In the
classroom this may be expressed by White students choosing to not contribute to
discussions about race, attend class, or participate in multicultural events (Higginbotham,
1996).
A prominent theory on racial identity development, established by Janet Helms,
states there are five schema (or stages) which function as a measure of incremental
growth (Carter, Helms, & Juby 2004). Helms' theory holds that the first schema, contact,
occurs when the individual realizes that there is an 'other'. This schema is further
characterized by the individual remaining unaware of white privilege or racism (2004),
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therefore indicating that the many white students who feel they have no race are still
within the first stage of Helms' theory. This may also lend explanation as to why White
students in the contact stage will deny that institutional racism exists.
The second schema is 'disintegration' where a student will recognize their white
identity and even begin to challenge what society has taught them, as White people, to
believe about race (Howard, p. 89 1999). As students become aware of White privilege
and racism during the second schema, it is common to feel 'guilt, shame, or anger'
(Lawrence, 1998). In an attempt to 'alleviate the discomfort' a student may attempt to
educate others; should this attempt be unsuccessful, it is common for the student to return
to their original way of thinking, thus propelling the student into the third schema of
Helms theory.
The third schema is 'reintegration', Helms theory holds that the frustration and
dissonance experienced in stage two will cause the person to return to their initial manner
of thinking about race. Students may even begin to feel that they are victims of reverse
racism (Carter, Helms, & Juby 2004, Howard 1999). Within the third schema, emotions
of guilt and anxiety are repressed as fear or anger toward other racial groups which will
eventually manifest itself in the form of White superiority (Howard, 1999). It is feared
that upon reaching the third schema students will cease to develop and remain within
reintegration (Lawrence, 1998). Howard proposes that by engaging students in
meaningful conversation about race, they will learn and grow from the frustrations and
challenges of disintegration, rather than permanently retreat to former ways of thinking.
Different perspectives and new information about race will provide the catalyst
needed to propel students to the fourth schema of racial identity development, pseudo-
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independence (Lawrence, 2004). Through exposure to diverse ideas, students will begin
to develop an understanding of White privilege and abandon feelings of racial superiority
(Carter, Helms, & Juby 2004, Lawrence, 1998). During the pseudo-independence stage
students may struggle to fom1 a positive White identity that is non-racist.
Upon reaching the ability to identify with the White race in a non-racist manner,
students will have reached the fifth schema of autonomy. Students who have reached this
level actively confront racism, forge alliances with a diverse population of people, and
continue to combat various forms of oppression (Lawrence, 1998). While the racial
identity development theory provides a succession of schemas, it is not necessarily static.
Therefore linear progress from the first schema on is not to be expected, even npon
reaching the autonomy schema students are not guaranteed to remain there. Lawrence
makes it clear that racial identity development is a process that will occur through out an
individual's lifetime (1998).
The benefit to examining how White students view their own race and how their
race influences the learning process will help history teachers become more effective.
Resulting in educators developing the tools needed to teach in a manner that empowers
White students to break down mental barriers, engage with curriculum, and explore
historically marginalized groups in an open minded manner rather than a defensive one.
The barriers that students construct are not limited to content-related issues, such
divisions arise in a variety of aspects within the student's life. Research by Beverly
Tatum, examines the barriers that exist between students. Much of the research focuses
on how the process ofrace identity development leads to further separation between
students, specifically distancing students of color from the White student population
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(1999). Thus, racial identity development impacts the students both within the classroom
and beyond it.
In her book, Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?, Tatum

notes that racial identity development is different for White students than it is for their
Black classmates. She explains this difference by indicating that self-perception is
directly related to the social cues and messages received by individuals over time. To
elaborate, a common mistake is good-intentioned teachers asking the students of specific
heritage in a class to speak for their entire race-specifically, asking a Japanese student
about the effects of nuclear war, or Native American's about reservation life. Thus
minority students are constantly reminded by society that they are simply a minority-as
that is how the dominant culture sees them (Tatum, 1999).
White students, however, develop their White identity differently, as the dominant
culture sees them as 'the norm'. The implication is that White students do not develop a
clear racial identity, as they are already part of what is considered 'the norm'. The lack of
students developing a racial identity results in an increased likelihood of experiencing
discomfort or even rejecting content that refers to historically marginalized populations
entirely (Tatum, 1999). Tatum is careful to clarify that, while all adolescents go through
the process of developing an identity, students who are Black (or any other race for that
matter) also begin to develop their racial identity as well (1999).
Tatum's White student identity development theory can be connected to Helms'
theory. By applying her personal and professional knowledge to Helms' theory, Tatum
offers a more complete approach of identity development for the high school setting.
Noting that the first schema is when White people see themselves as 'normal', Tatum
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agrees with Helms' claim that many people in the first stage of development see
themselves as raceless (the contact stage). This is problematic because when Whites fail
to recognize membership to a specific ethnic group, they are perpehiating the belief that
White is the norm (Tatum, 1999). Tatum interprets Helms' work on White Identity,
noting that it is imperative for Whites to develop a racial identity that is 'based in reality,
not on assumed superiority' (Tatum, pp. 94 1999). The current risk in high school
classrooms is that a student will misinterpret the existing history content as 'proof that
White people are smarter, stronger and more powerful. A well-rounded curriculum,
which provides ample opportunities to learn about the successes and achievements of
many races, is the alternative means to teaching a history course whereby White students
will develop a racial identity that is based in reality.
Applying this concept to the social studies classroom means that teachers need to
facilitate conversations in which White students stop attaching their racial identity to
historical events when Whites were oppressive. This affects much of how United States
history is taught. Topics that could have the potential to falsely imply superiority to the
developing White students are enslaving the native population npon the arrival of
Columbus, the institution of slavery, Jackson's Trail of Tears, Manifest Destiny,
imperialism, Japanese internment, and even the modem example of the War in Iraq and
the events at Guantanamo. Tatum alludes that allowing such topics to be taught without
challenging the legitimacy and examining the lasting effects will only serve to support
the false notion that White are superior (1999).
Focusing on Helms' third schema of development, reintegration, Tatum describes
why this stage can be marked with noticeable psychological tension for the White
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student. Discussions of race include placing individuals within a group context, meaning
that we talk about Whites collectively rather than individually. Many White students have
never had to belong to a grouped population before whereas many of their classmates
have. Tatum offers that, "the view of oneself as an individual is very compatible with the
dominant ideology of rugged individualism and the American myth of meritocracy"
(1999, pp. 103). For White students developing a positive ethnic identity is tough, as it
means joining a group, and such a membership requires admitting the flawed past and
accepting the current state of institutional racism. Choosing to develop a positive identity
will not only challenge their current sense of self, but also the validity of their
accomplishments and that of their families. Many students will struggle with this second
schema of development; however, they will eventually move into Helms' third schema,
reintegration, where they will blame the victim for their discomfort (Tatum, 1999).
Tatum focuses on the psychological tensions that students experience going
through the development process, validating how pressure from home, school and friends
can have a great degree of influence on the process. Holding that White students can
grow weary of the pressure from other Whites to not change, many students will settle
within the Helms' third schema of reintegration as a means to eliminate the undesirable
feeling of internal tension. Teachers who embrace Tatum's approach will encourage all
of their students to "embrace who we are in terms of our racial and cultural heritage, [but]
not in terms of superiority or inferiority" (1999, pp. 106). Furthermore, teachers can help
students to form a positive White identity by urging their students see their racial identity
in an affirmative manner; prompting them to think about the history of their race in
"ways that take them beyond the role of victimizer" (pp. 108). Tatum and Helms have
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quite similar approaches to racial identity development that are understandable and nonthreatening. Additional researchers, however, have misinterpreted the theories; such
spins render the models useless.
Horton and Scott interpreted Beverly Tatum's racial identity development theory,
modifying the schema into four models of Whiteness (2004). Their version labels the first
model as an actively racist White supremacist. The second model is populated by Whites
that do not acknowledge their whiteness, and are oblivious to the privileges that
accompany of being White. The third model is for the racially conscious White person
who feels guilty. This guilt is expressed as embarrassment or shame for what their race
has done. Finally, the last model is the antiracist White Ally.
While Horton and Scott's version of White Race Identity may be accurate in the
eyes of some, the stages are labeled with words that incite negative images (i.e. Ku Klux
Klan members). If the intent is to have White students begin to identify what part of the
spectrum they fall on, and to then grow beyond it, such labels as 'actively racist White
supremacist' are destructive. This is not to suggest that such labels should be diluted,
however, in order to have Whites listen and engage, but that such historically charged
terms should not be used to label the groups. Therefore, Horton and Scott's theory is not
optimal for use with students. The names of each stage are too severe, thus limiting the
likelihood of White students identify with them. It would be more effective to use either
Helms' or Tatum's theories in the classroom as each are less threatening, therefore the
students will be more likely to identify with the various stages.
Students will learn at different rates, so it is natural for the classroom to have a
variety of students who are at various stages of developing a racial identity. Educator
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Mary Dilg approaches White racial identity development by looking at all of the different
influences that shape a student. Dilg holds that the primary contributing factor is the
student's family and home life. When all students, regardless of cultural heritage, enter
the classroom they bring with them three different versions of history (Dilg, 2003). Due
to the diverse nature of the classroom, it is crucial to remember that the family history
and experiences of each stndent will impact how they interpret and process the content
(Dilg, 2003). Dilg defined these versions of history as an individual history, a family
history, and a cultural history, all of which relate to cultural and racial issues (2003).
Teachers should know that students possess such 'histories' whether they are cognizant
of them or not. Regardless, the teachers will become more effective if they keep in mind
those students identities are influenced by a variety of factors.
Dilg asserts that teachers will be more effective in the delivery of content by
acknowledging that each student carries with them three different histories (2003). By
recognizing the three histories, teachers are reminded that each student is different, and
their reactions to content are directly connected to each history. For some students, their
history is one of privilege (to which many have yet to acknowledge), or for others, their
history is marked with oppression and struggle (McIntosh, 1997).
Each of these versions of history contributes to the student's sense of identity
regardless of how true or valid each version of history is (Dilg, 2003 ). What is promising
is that racial identity is not static; it is constantly shifting and changing as the individual
grows and encounters new experiences (Horton & Scott, 2004). Moreover, student
attitudes are influenced by their identity as well, thus stretching beyond stories of the past
to current specifics that construct who they are in the present, for example gender or
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socioeconomic status (Epstein, 200 I). By using research to shape cmTiculum, 'teachers
and policy makers can make more infonned decisions about what and how to teach social
studies subjects to a group of diverse people' (Epstein, 2001). Developing materials and
lessons that empower students with the knowledge that there is the ability to change and
contribute to building a more tolerant society will have a positive effect on students. As
this knowledge will allow students to feel like they have some ownership and pride in
their world. This notion will also be reflected in their attitude toward the curriculum, as
students will be more open and receptive.

The White Educator's Influence
It is equally pertinent to discuss the identity development of the educator in

addition to examining White student identity in the classroom (Howard, 1999). It is
important because teachers control the delivery of content, and may unknowingly distort
the content as a result of their own bias or discomfort. Gary Howard urges White teachers
to dig deep and look at aspects of their racial identity that need to be changed or
improved before they consider tackling the pressing issues of diversity in their students
(1999). Howard asserts that 'we cannot teach what we do not know' (quoting Malcolm
X), reminding educators that they cannot guide students toward developing a positive
White identity if they themselves have yet to do so (1999, pp. 4).
Research demonstrates that many White teachers, much like their pupils, express
that they do not belong to a specific race (Horton & Scott, 2004; Howard, 1999; Tatum,
1999; Flagg, 1997). The ability for White people to not think about their race is what
researcher Barbara Flagg calls the 'Transparency Phenomenon' (1997). It is important for
teachers to recognize their race and the historical implications that are associated with it.
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In the last decade or so, school districts that have high levels of diversity have chosen to
focus much time and energy on race and culture relations. Currently the Federal Way
School District operates in-services for teachers and administrators to trace their heritage
and develop their own story. The reasoning is that in order to foster a loving environment
where students can learn, students must feel valued and safe. Ultimately the district is
forming an environment that embraces everyone's cultures, not just the dominant culture.
Judy Lemme], a principal within the Federal Way school district, explains this
concept as an effort to encourage all of their staff to celebrate their heritage and respect
one another's heritage (J. Lemme!, personal communication, February 16, 2006). By
helping the staff form positive White identities, the hope is that they will be more
effective educators for all students. Part of that mission is not only being comfortable
with one's own race, but also comfortable talking about race related issues. In all schools,
regardless of the degree of diversity, Lemme! notes that it must be the standard
expectation that all staff members are culturally proficient and employ competent
language at all times. Such expectations will contribute to fostering a secure environment
where all children feel safe, and where all children can learn (2006).
Holding that a free democratic society relies on an educated citizenry, the
Multicultural Education Consensus Panel released a number ofrecommendations on how
to better the public school system by educating teachers (Banks et al., 2001 ). The Panel
noted that a key piece of such training needs to be focused on helping teachers to identify
their own personal thoughts toward ethnic, language, culture, and racial groups.
Additionally teachers must recognize how institutionalized knowledge perpetuates
stereotypes. White teachers need to be aware of how cultures differ because this can
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impact the learning process and community within their classroom. By being more aware
of their own race and their students, teachers could increase the chance of success for all
(Banks et al., 2001).
Additional research on how teachers influence the students has been conducted by
Mary Dilg, who urges teachers to examine what may be contributing to the overall tone
they set regarding both diverse populations, and their cultures (2003). This means that
teachers must consider what their racial identity is, define their personal relationship with
it, discover any unresolved issues, and understand how those unresolved issues impact
their disposition in the classroom. Affording such attention to the teachers' racial
development and thought processes is important since they will spend a sizable amount
oftime with students who are growing and processing their own racial identities during a
very "vulnerable and impressionable period" in their lives (pp. 80, 2003). Dilg gives
value to such an effort by stating:
"Understanding multiple aspects of racial or cultural identity-our own as well as
our students '-as they emerge in the multicultural classroom can help us
understand and respond to complex aspects of our own and our students
attitudes and behaviors, and ultimately create a more meaningful classroom
experience" (pp. 80, 2003).

What Does Being White Mean?

In contrast to their classmates who have a different color of skin, 'White'
students often report that they do not have a race or that they are cultureless (Dilg 2003),
thus placing them in the contact schema of Helm's racial identity development theory
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(Carter, Helms & Juby, 2004). Within the contact schema it is expected that students see
people of different races as the 'other' as Whiteness to them is the norm (Lawrence,
1998). Additionally, many students will state that 'color does not matter', thus affirming
that students in the contact phase fail to acknowledge the role of White privilege in their
lives (Howard, 1999).
Researchers disagree as to why, however, many White students see themselves as
cultureless. Lawrence proposes that some students fail to recognize what their White race
means as many have never been put in a position to examine it. Many Whites see being
White as the norm which allows them to peacefully exist in a White-dominated culture
(1998). Several would argue that this solidifies the idea that Whites choose to continue
being color blind as otherwise they may be forced to confront the racist world they live
in, and admit to a life built with the aid of 'White privilege' (Denevi, 2004).
Defining what whiteness is, is challenging for most. It has become apparent,
however, that many are under the impression, false or not, that Whiteness is inextricably
bound to racism (Denevi, 2004). This concept influences the level of White student
interaction in the classroom, at times preventing whites from engaging in a discourse with
their peers (Lewis-Charp, 2003). In a study reviewing White students' perspectives on
race in multiracial schools, Lewis-Charp recorded that many White students are silent for
fear 'of unwittingly saying something racist' (p. 280, 2003). Contributing to the
discomfort in such a classroom setting is the misconception that when White students do
not engage in conversations with racial themes, they must be arrogant, self-centered or
elitist.
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This notion explains why many students are fearful of developing a White
identity. If a White student is proud of his or her identity, does that send out the message
that he or she is racist? By and large, a majority of students have an understanding of
racism, and acknowledge that it is wrong (Lewis-Charp, 2003); the question posed by
many educators is if White culture is equated to racism then what identity or culture are
our White students to embrace?
When reviewing the relationship between the White race and racism, Carter and
Helms note that the majority of White studies examine how Whites regard other races
rather than how they view their own race (2004). Grover, in a piece that studies White
culture, expresses that her discomfort with the idea that White culture typically means
'stamping out' another culture. The author further explored this idea by writing:
"Especially if it replaces other folks' culture, like prayer in the schools and
boarding schools for Indian children and English only and the Ku Klux Klan. It
seems that too much of white culture is built on stamping out culture that isn't
white ... " (Grover in Delgado, p. 34 1996)
White students hesitate to embrace a culture that is defined by eliminating other
cultures (Lewis-Charp, 2004). Thus, there is not an easy solution for developing a
positive White identity; the road is difficult and at times painful (Denevi, 2001; Howard,
1999). To expect students to seamlessly navigate through the process of racial identity
development without guidance from adults is ridiculous and sets educators up for failure
(Howard, 1999). Without investing time and effort into working with White students to
help them develop a positive racial identity, teachers will be spending class periods
teaching the lessons of historically marginalized populations to classrooms full of hard to
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reach White kids. To teach kids who are so color blind, there is a concern that the lessons
will become 'yet another' lecture of how European Americans oppressed 'another group
of helpless victims' (Nile & Straton, 2003). Clearly, the lessons have value and will be
some of the most important historical content covered; however the lessons are wasted on
students who are not ready to learn.
Connections between Student Race Concept and the Curricular Framework
A student's identity directly impacts how he or she will internalize and process
the material taught in class. In order to understand student reaction to curriculum, one
must understand how the actual curriculum treats diverse populations. A leader in the
field of multiculturalism, James Banks, has defined four clear approaches to the history
of diverse populations (2004). The approaches build upon one another progressing from
Level 1 through Level 4. Multicultural curricular reform begins with Level I, the
Contributions Approach, when teachers sprinkle into the existing curriculum mention of
various holidays and heroes from diverse populations. Examples of this are only
discussing Black History during a Martin Luther King Jr. assembly, Latino history on
Cinco de Mayo, or Chinese culture during the New Year celebrations. This sort of social
studies curriculum only furthers racism and intolerance across the board; it does not
inspire the minority students, it only affirms superiority for the white students
(Ukpokodu, 2003). It furthers racism by implying that minority history is outside of the
'normal' history curriculum rather than being worthy included with the dominant cultures
history.
Banks defines the second level as the 'Additive Approach'. The curriculum is
supplemented with material that teaches about minority history; however, it fails to
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instruct students about the many dimensions of history only teaching from the preexisting framework (Banks, 2004). While this is a step up from the 'heroes and holidays'
model, it is still not optimal. Such curriculum reinforces stereotypes and the image that
non-white ethnicities are outside of the mainstream, and furthermore that the content is
not part of the 'real' curriculum (Gay, 1998). Ukpokodu notes that such curriculum,
which is present in many secondary schools, 'has failed to educate a vast majo1ity of our
students effectively, including our future teachers, about their identities, roles, and
responsibilities for participatory democracy by ignoring the histories, roles, personalities,
and contributions of individuals from diverse backgrounds' (2003).
The third level in Banks' theory is a marked shift from the first two approaches.
The Transformation Approach, the third level, empowers students by making them aware
of how knowledge is constructed (2004). In this approach teachers employ methods and
questioning techniques, such as think-pair-share or Socratic Seminars, with the intent of
prompting students to consider how 'implicit cultural assumptions, frames ofreference,
perspectives, and biases with a discipline influence the ways in which knowledge is
constructed' (Banks, 1995). By teachers encouraging metacognition within the social
studies classroom, students will engage with the material on a deeper, more meaningful
level. Furthermore, this allows the students to understand that what they have been
exposed to in the past is not necessarily false; however, it is one person's interpretation
(for example, a common lesson that this applies to is Christopher Columbus's interaction
with the native population). Finally Banks identifies the fourth and final approach as the
Social Actions Approach (2004). In this approach, students continue from the
Transformation Approach and begin to make choices about a variety of key social topics
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facing them today and begin to take active steps toward a positive resolution of such
topics.
Banks notes that while it is preferable for schools to be teaching from the
Transformative approach--or more favorably the Social Actions approach--the reality is
that the majority of school systems have a constricted idea of what multicultural
education is (Banks, 2004). The majority of schools are still within the Additive or
Contributions stages of their development (Brandt, 1994; Banks, 2004). While these
approaches to education are better than not teaching the history of diverse populations at
all; progress must be made in moving social studies education beyond the first two
models.
There is an inherent risk to staying within the Contributions approach; White
students will continue to see the history of diverse populations as 'outside of the
mainstream' or 'the norm', and they will not be educated about the construction of
knowledge. The importance of teaching about the construction of knowledge is that
students need to think about the 'facts' in history books, and consider who is telling the
story. Culturally competent students will recognize that since knowledge is created by
people, it is inherently biased. The majority of history books are interpreting United
States history from the European American viewpoint; this will influence how the text
tells the story. Banks illustrates this point by noting that most courses teach Westward
Expansion during the 19th century as an era when the White man tamed the west.
However, for those people already living west of the Mississippi, 'westward expansion'
was an invasion (2004).
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Cognitive Dissonance: Challenging the White Identity
As previously established, the majority of schools today are teaching from the
Additive or Contribution models. Shifting the focus from simply the curriculum to how
the students engage with and react to the material is necessary as well. A risk to
remaining within this traditional manner of teaching history may result in a lack of
tolerance for other races from the White student population. This format does a disservice
to minority populations because it fails to provide a well-rounded version of history.
Thus, once again, minority students are left to feel as though their side of the history is
less significant. It would be more beneficial if the students examined the events and
considered how the event would have been viewed by all populations affected, not just
the White people, this idea is exemplified by Banks' example of Westward Expansion.
Teaching in the Additive or Contributions model must be considered in light of how
it affects White children and how this shortcoming within the curriculum perpetuates the
White learner's disposition toward lessons of diverse cultures. If the only lessons that
White students are taught about historically marginalized populations are framed in a
victim/oppressor format, eventually students will grow resistant to the content. Leaming
from kindergarten through college about how badly White people always treated
minorities eventually has a negative effect on many students' dispositions. Over the last
two decades, a number ofresearchers have explored this pattern, attempting to identify
why it is that White students may react in such a manner (Nile & Straton, 2003; LewisCharp, 2003; Epstein, 2001).
By the age of three, children are cognizant of racial differences and have
'internalized attitudes toward African-Americans and Whites that are established in the
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wider-society' (Banks 2004). Thus, by kindergarten, a sense of race concept is already
developing. It is critical to engage in a cun-iculum that will not allow the concept to
develop into a racist one (Phinnety & Rotheram as cited in Banks, 1995). Cun-ently
White students have been educated most often in districts that, as Geneva Gay expands
upon, are teaching with cmriculum that only perpetuates racial stereotypes. Within
textbooks used by students are images depicting American Indians as savages (O'Neill,
1987), or only mentions African-Americans when discussing the institution of slavery
(Swartz, 1993). These images and excerpts influence how the child views diverse
populations. Studies demonstrate that by the time children enter kindergarten, they have
already begun to develop a 'white bias' (Phinnery & Rotheram as cited in Banks, 1995).
If the pattern of racism or cultural dominance has already been established at young age,

using texts and curriculum that reinforce stereotypes in the subsequent years may
potentially build the structural framework for a racist mind, or, at the very least, a
subconscious recognition of white dominance.
Lewis-Charp states that problems arise 'when white students rely on the
mainstream history curriculum for most of their knowledge about other racial and ethnic
groups' (2003). Assuming that students are not taught about diverse populations in detail
at home, educators need to make a fundamental change in how history lessons involving
historically oppressed groups are approached by the cun-iculum. Mary Dilg (2003)
revealed in her book, Thriving in the Multicultural Classroom, evidence of cun-ent
reactions to the often repeated two or three lessons of history;
Many students have grown 'tired of hearing about particular events or histories or
about circumstances not tied to their own lives may be reluctant to explore a work or
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may reject a work knowing no more than its focus. For some students tired of hearing
about slavery or the holocaust,just the mention of the subjects elicits 'here we go
again ... ' (p. 47)
It is the framework that is currently in place within the majority of schools that

contributes to the attitude of 'hers we go again.'
In identifying a manner in which to teach white students about diverse history

effectively, we must first identify why these students deflect such lessons. It is a matter
more complex than simply racism or intolerance on the students' part (Lewis-Charp,
2003). A number of published theories have offered explanations as to why white
students grow intolerant of specific history lessons. Lewis-Charp identifies that 'students
from all racial backgrounds [reported] that they were not receiving a broad-based vision
of the contributions of various ethnic, racial, and cultural groups to our nation's history'
(Lewis-Charp, 2003). Instead, students are exposed to a history centered on the events
and progress of White people, often times at the expense of minority populations.
Regardless of age, students bring with them some sense of an identity connected
to culture whether they recognize it or not. As previously explored, it is impossible to
summarize how White students, or even whites in general, view their racial identity. In a
discussion of how 'Whiteness is in the midst of fundamental transformation' Gallagher
commented on his research findings, detailing that;
'Some described their sense of Whiteness as being partially veiled, becoming
visible and salient only when they felt they were a racial minority. This
momentary minority status and the anxiety often associated with this experience
colored how respondents saw themselves and their relationship to other racial
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groups. For other respondents, Whiteness had been made explicitly visible at
some point in their lives. Their understanding of the concept was often no more
than a list of what they were not, why they should not feel guilty about being
white, or why their race was not being held against them. (p.7, 1997)
Emphasizing the last portion of Gallagher's summary, the key words: 'what they were
not', 'not feeling about being white', or 'their race not being held against them' underline
the building blocks of anxiety, resentment and frustration with lessons that include topics
of minority history (1997).
Social studies is challenging for high school students as they are in 'the process of
discovering their own and each other's histories and of coming to terms with what those
histories, singly and together, mean' (Dilg, p. 41 2003). If White students know going
into a Black history lecture they will encounter these emotions, they will never have the
ability to listen with open minds. Their minds and hearts are not in a position to
genuinely engage the curriculum.
Overtime White students grow weary of the guilt that accompanies lessons in
which Europeans or European-Americans subjugated or harmed those of minority status
(Denevi, 2001). A natural conclusion could be that such populations lived the experience,
so it is too bad if Whites feel uncomfortable with having to learn about it. If the goal of
the lesson, however, is to educate all students about the shared past of oppression with
the intention of moving beyond such relationships (Ukpokodu, 2003), it is imperative for
educators to teach in a manner that will empower the White children to process the
emotion of guilt, and to work through it, eventually to transform this negative emotion
(Tatum as cited in Lewis-Charp, 2003). Failing to provide such tools will only perpetuate
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the stereotypes and further engrain students with a white identity that is marked with
racism (Nile & Stranton, 2003).
This is not to suggest that teachers need to alter the lessons by removing the
'warts' of history in order to make the lesson more palatable for the white students
(Stanley, 2003, Nile & Straton, 2003). In fact, the horrible parts of history should not be
removed at all; doing so would not benefit anyone. It means that the manner in which
educators teach must change. According to Nile and Straton, there are two likely
responses from white students when learning about the 'horrors' of history. The first is
that the students will resent the experience of such a negative emotion (guilt) and in tum
resent those who led them to feel such an emotion. Second in line with the reaction of
resentment is to simply choose to block out the lesson about oppression, ignoring the
history all together (2003).
It is common to resist accepting such knowledge when students are exposed to

information that 'does not coincide with their current understandings or beliefs' (CobbRoberts & Mcfalls, 2001 ). This reaction is called cognitive dissonance. Such reactions
are not rare, and are frequently seen in multicultural courses at the university level, in
addition to high school history classrooms (Chan & Treacy, 1996). As with Nile and
Straton's theory, experiencing of opposing ideas, is unpleasant and thus the student's
instinct motivates them to reduce discomfort being experienced. The coping mechanism
to reduce the unpleasant emotion becomes resistance to the curriculum.
According to Higginbotham (1996), by the time that many students reach high
school, they are accustomed to social studies focusing on the experience of the dominant
population, saving the other experiences for specific holidays or the end of the year.
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Keeping in mind that teaching about the various experiences of diverse populations is a
complex process, teachers need to be mentally prepared for resistance, and aware that
cognitive dissonance may be expressed in a variety of manners (1996). The students will
display their resistance to the material in a variety of actions; the expression of choice is
often influenced by their personality, race, and socioeconomic status. The resistance can
be seen, typically, in three forms: vocal, silent or absent (1996). With the focus of this
study being white students in the secondary history classroom, it is notable the population
who accesses vocal resistance more frequently than any other demographic is that
belonging to 'privileged groups' (Higginbotham, p. 4, 1996). Those students who tend to
enjoy the title of privileged most often are White, middleclass males. This comes alive
when employing discussion to explore a topic that uncovers how the events of history
have led to the present day structural inequities. Such knowledge threatens the
assumptions of students who are still in Helms' first three stages of racial identity
development.
Students' attitudes towards learning is greatly affected by what stage of identity
development they are in (Higginbotham, 1996). Teachers must keep in mind that while
learning new material can be exciting for some students, for others it is painful (Chan &
Treacy, 1996). Tatum states that when students are exposed to the social inequities in
history or those that exist today, White students are uncomfortable with the idea that their
place is society is unearned is disconcerting. White students believe in the idea that
America is a meritocracy, and that one gets to the top by simply working hard and having
the ability. Tatum notes that this concept is sewn into the belief system that most White
students hold; however, when the topic of societal racism is referenced that student's
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prior concept of society will be challenged. Considering this reaction as part of the White
identity development process, Tatum states:
"Responses to this discomfort may include denying the validity of the information
that is being presented, or psychologically or physically withdrawing from it. The
logic is, 'IfI don't read about racism, watch those documentaries or special news
programs, or spend time with those people of color, I won't have to feel
uncomfortable."' (1999, pp. 98)

Beyond the curriculum, but not really: Mixed Messages
It must be made clear when discussing sources of resentment to acknowledge that
such a reaction is part of a much bigger picture. Higginbotham noted that 'in a highly
individualized society where most students are not ever introduced to the concept of
social structure until college', it is not uncommon to struggle with getting students to
consider what life would be like 'beyond their own experiences' (p. 5, 1996). Whether
the resentment stems from a lack of understanding or not, it is an emotional reaction that
begins at a young age. Identifying such triggers could help teachers to better educate their
students. Between the ages of 15 and 18, most students are not considering complex
political and sociological cause and effect reactions; their world operates in a thirtysecond sound byte format; meaning that students will attempt to understand something
for a short period of time, and if they do not figure it out in a given amount of time, they
give up or look to others for their opinions. Thus slight triggers, such as new threatening
information, lead to anger and resentment unless combated with knowledge because the
students will not attempt to work through the negative emotion.
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Lewis-Charp explored the resentment of'special rights' by many subjects.
Students commonly mentioned their frustration over the 'hypocritical cultural double
standard', whereas African-American students can have a cultural student organization,
or an Asian group (Lewis-Charp, 2003). First, this makes White students feel that they do
not have a place just for themselves like the minority kids do. This breeds resentment.
Furthermore, subjects see 'black power' rhetoric as another example of accepted group
promotion. This is, however, a subject that White students are angry about. Students feel
that they are not allowed to form a European American student organization, nor wear a
'White power' tee shirt (Lewis-Charp, 2003). Lewis-Charp reported that students 'felt
personally offended by what they perceived as the implicit association of whiteness with
racism' (2003) Lewis-Charp does not note, whether or not the students have actually
attempted to form such groups, or wear such clothing,
In an environment where schools are beginning to encourage all children to promote

cultural pride, to research their history, and be proud of their family's background, the
white children feel they cannot do the same (Lewis-Charp, 2003). A direct connection
between oppression and Whiteness has evolved, leaving many positive cultural
distinctions to the wayside (Denevi, 2001; Rothschild, 2003; Tatum, 1999). If all children
are being urged to celebrate diversity, we are fooling ourselves to think that the current
framework for teaching about culture is working because White students do not feel that
they can celebrate being White (Denevi, 2001). Perhaps this is because celebrating White
culture suggests some celebration of the oppression of minority groups. In an article
titled, 'Growing Up White in America', Bonnie Kae Grover wrote that she is
'uncomfortable extolling white culture especially if it replaces other folks' culture'
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( 1996). Thus, Grover, along with others, sees Whiteness as only a history of oppression.
Therefore, Whiteness is a culture unworthy of celebrating.
This is alarming, as White's do have a culture with virtues and traditions equally as
worthy of celebration as any other race. Educators must be cautious that in the effort to
educate all children effectively, we are not erasing White culture only to be re-written as
a story limited to oppression and supremacy while extolling all other cultures (Grover,
1996). Teaching in such a limited manner will not open the minds of children; it will do
the opposite. Teachers need to be deliberate in executing a curriculum that provides
opportunities to examine the good and bad of cultural groups. Students need to learn to
appreciate their culture, and other students' cultures, as all cultures have positive virtues,
traditions and interesting stories.
Lewis-Charp spoke to this same reaction and also offered a suggestion relating to
its cause. Due to current history curriculum, students tend to see the history of historically
marginalized populations as 'disconnected from present-day realities and people of color
as victims' (2003). There is a connection between this thought process and the beginning
of when White students block out and disregard multicultural lessons. Lewis-Charp
offers:
"These perceptions, in tum, led to attitudes that students of color were mired in
history and that they couldn't get over the injustices suffered by their ancestors. For
instance one white student argued that students of color 'want to still be the victim,
they still want to say, 'Oh you shouldn't do this to me, and you're racist toward me.' I
think they need to drop it" (2003).
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To quickly assume that this student is ignorant would be judgmental. This student has
heard the same lessons of disconnected ethnic history in which people of historically
marginalized backgrounds are consistently presented as 'victims' in narrowly forn1ed
lessons that solely focus on instances of oppression by White people in American history
(Lewis-Charp, p. 4 2003). There is not a doubt as to whether or not White students need
to learn about historically marginalized populations; they absolutely must in order to be
well-rounded citizens who can see the modern implications of historical oppression.
However, the students are failing to learn this. Clearly the traditional model is failing to
educate them adequately; therefore, the way the students are being taught must be
reconsidered.
In an effort to move beyond the practice oflimiting history lessons to those
instances when minority groups have been oppressed by Whites, educators and
curriculum writers must begin coupling these lessons with an additional focus on how
minority groups have also contributed to history of the American nation. At present the
majority of students are placed within classrooms where the curriculum covering
historically marginalized populations is limited to examples of oppression, such as
'slavery, the oppression of the American Indians, the Holocaust, and civil rights
movement' (Lewis-Charp 2003). The influence and positive impact of the above
mentioned groups is far and beyond those few events, which is precisely why it is
shameful that the current curriculum models fail to teach adequately beyond the history
of oppression.
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Creating Anti-Bias Classroom Environment and Lessons
The Classroom Environment

Going beyond the actnal content, additional changes must occur within the
system. As advocated by Banks, schools need to move into a Transfmmative approach to
history (I 994). This approach allows stndents a space in which to process the material, by
implementing discussion groups or using reflective writing as an outlet for emotions.
Considering the present condition of United States history education in American
schools, White stndents are being exposed to such examples of oppressive history and not
given a forum in which to process this barrage of negative history. It is not to suggest that
educators must eliminate the less desirable periods of history, quite the contrary, when
teaching such painful points in history teachers must challenge themselves to dig deeper
into the content and provide a safe environment in which stndents may process the newly
obtained information (Stanley, 2003). Establishing such an environment requires
diligence on the teachers part by modeling culturally competent behavior, establishing
and enforcing rules, and encouraging critical thinking, regardless of if it is comfortable or
not.
History teachers must be conscious of their classroom climate and their delivery
of content. In a history classroom, it is expected that concepts are introduced to challenge
various students' identities; which is why teachers need to consciously work to cultivate a
climate of mutnal respect where everyone can grow as described above. In the secondary
classroom, it is crucial for teachers to provide a space for stndents to process information,
and create an environment where the "challenges related to racial or cultnral identities
can be understood, recognized, and addressed" (Dilg, pp. 80, 2003). In 2003, Dilg wrote
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that, in order to establish such a classroom climate, teachers need to access constructive
theories, recognize the influence of pedagogy and curriculum, and take time to care for
the individual students, as well as the group, as they grow.
Based upon the need to use constructive theories in the classroom, teachers should
consider what portions of their own multieultuml knowledge may assist their students in
learning (2003). Teachers may find it helpful to provide students with a brief overview of
racial identity development prior to teaching potentially sensitive content in the history
classroom. This can be as simple as describing that each individual student goes through
a series of stages where they develop their identity, and that sometimes content covered
in class will confirm their beliefs that at other times it may challenge their beliefs, or even
threaten them (Dilg, 2003). Acknowledging this possibility helps students not only to
process the information, but also to feel comfortable communicating about personal
beliefs and reflections.

It is important to inform students that everyone will progress at different rates
depending on their own personal experiences (Howard, 1999). This connects to the
teacher as well, as research has established that teachers must be mindful when
examining race issues in the classroom. Thus teachers must take into account the various
stages of identity development and select various teaching strategies that will be affective
for all students (Bollin, et al. 1995), implying that the teachers need to be actively
reassessing the classes' progress, reflecting on how to best ensure optimal learning.
Similarly, Mcfalls and Cobb-Roberts released a study on how to combat student
resistance to multicultural curriculum at the college level by using an instructional
strategy based on the cognitive dissonance theory (200 I). When a course calls for
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introducing material that has the potential to challenge cmTent knowledge or the beliefs
of students, the instructor prefaces the lesson by describing cognitive dissonance. This
includes instruction on the development of racial stereotypes and how, if unchecked,
dissonance can become resistance. According to Mcfalls and Cobb-Roberts, by
empowering the students to understand their reactions, it prevents the initial rejection of
content (2001 ). The study demonsh·ates that by educating the students about cognitive
dissonance, there is a lower occurrence of denial. Applied to the United States History
classroom, this theory is helpful when teaching students, for example, about the forced
assimilation of native populations and the institution of slavery.
Additional works to be applied to the classroom are those guiding teachers on
what language to use during instruction. Howard cautions that teachers need to be
cognizant that when teaching about the history of oppression to not be consumed with the
practice of blaming white people for every ill of society (Howard, 1999). He notes that if
teachers use language that blames and assigns guilt, it will only lead the students to resist
and deny the content (1999). Teachers need to affirm the students, while expressing that
the enemy is oppression, ignorance and racism-not the White students.
Anti-Bias Lessons
Moving Beyond the Textbook

In 2003 Lewis-Charp examined the "role that the history or social studies classes
and curriculum play in solidifying or challenging students' attitudes about race"

('\J 22).

The history classroom is one of the few settings where American students have the
chance to learn about the various social patterns, cultures, or contributions of people of
diverse populations (Lewis-Charp, 2003), and ideally, the history classroom would be a
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place to evolve socially and become aware of cu1Tent racial issues. This is not, however,
the reality in the majority of classrooms, currently the cu1Ticulum is not empowering
most students, rather frustrating them.
One of the problems contributing to White students failing to learn about diverse
population& in a positive manner is their own reaction to the content. Lewis Charp is
careful to state that teachers cannot be held fully accountable for the students' reactions;
however, teachers can change their delivery in order to achieve more desirable results
(2003). Many history teachers today only cover the past of historically marginalized
populations in instances when they were actually being marginalized. It is rare that
students are taught beyond this threshold about diverse populations. Thus the students'
exposure to minority history is limited to "slavery, the oppression of the American
Indians, the Holocaust, and the civil rights movement" without ever touching on how
such events are still effecting society today (Lewis-Charp, 2003, ,r 23).
Keeping in mind that students enter the classroom with established concepts
regarding race and society based upon the media, their families, or their community
(Epstein, 2001), teachers' classroom lessons still comprise the majority of White
students' knowledge regarding the history of populations other than their own. Therefore,
White students are typically only aware of events in history when such populations have
been 'victimized'; thus, explaining why many White students are disconnected from the
modem day implications of historical events, and simply perceive minorities as "victims"
of White people (Lewis-Charp, 2003, ,r 23). Lewis-Charp indicates that such attitudes are
the result ofrelying on mainstream history curriculum (2003); White students view their
textbooks as highly reliable sources of historical information (Epstein, 200 I). If teachers
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want to deliver a well-rounded cmTiculum that educates students about the contributions
of all populations, they must stretch beyond the textbook.
The challenge of teaching a United States history course is sifting through vast
amounts of information in a textbook and choosing what is most salient for the students
to learn (Rothenberg, 1996). When aiming to provide a course that disrnsses the
contributions of all populations in addition to the struggles, Paula Rothenberg developed
an approach that relies on key documents rather than a textbook. By accessing primary
sources, such the Brown v. Board ruling or the Declaration of Sentiments from Seneca
Falls, students will be encouraged to think critically about power and privilege in addition
to learning the historical basics (who, what, when, and where). Rothenberg asserts that
using such documents, or even films, will guide students to connect how the past affects
modem events, a notion that is essential to understanding today's society (1996).
Teachers can adopt such a strategy easily by accessing the Internet and locating such
documents, making the change to the curriculum accessible and applicable immediately.
Providing further motivation to access alternative materials is the reality that
textbooks have traditionally misrepresented minority groups, specifically Native
populations. Knowing that the most often taught minority history is American Indian, it is
important for teachers and schools to identify how students are being exposed to the
culture (Burnes, 1982; Banks, 2004). The way many textbooks portray American Indians
encourages stereotypes and misunderstandings about the culture, for example that
Natives are uncivilized warriors, or malleable savages 'saved' by the Christian White
man (Tatum, 1999). In a study of various textbooks, the curriculum had a tendency to
focus on American Indian faults and instances of victimization, rather than virtues and
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contributions (O'Neill, 1987). O'Neill's concern is that the negative effects of the White
Man or mentioning more than one perspective of the missionary work is simply not
provided (1987). This concern is not limited to Native American history; many texts only
tell the story from a Eurocentric viewpoint (Rothenberg, 1996; O'Neill, 1987).
B.iv.irly Tatum suggests that teaching history should inG!ud@ t.illing children about
horrible events in the past (i.e. lynching in the south when talking about slave1y),
however to not limit the instruction at that (1999). "Social Studies and history curricula
rarely emphasize examples of black or white resistance to slavery or racism" (Tatum,
1999). Tatum's hope is that teachers stretch beyond the history book and also deliver
messages that students have the power to interrupt social patterns, and that change can
occur. Using the example of slavery, Tatum claims that educators must teach the many
sides of story, that not all slaves were "passive victims", and that not all Whites were bad
(1999). Tatum urges teachers to stretch beyond existing curricula,
"Coming to terms with past and present injustice is often cause for anger and
guilt, frustration and despair. All children, regardless of color, need to find hope
in this history. We must not insensitively sanitize the pain of those caught in the
bind of oppression. We need to celebrate strength of the human spirit to go
beyond the roles of victim and victimizer. In doing so, we may inspire one
another to do likewise in the struggle against the contemporary injustices we face"
(1999,i\16)
The concept of focusing on contributions rather than just oppression in history
classrooms has made its way into state politics. CNN recently reported on a commission
in New York that is working with legislators on directing schools to teach students about
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the triumphs and contributions of diverse populations in addition to the standard content
(2005).The challenge of adopting such laws would require textbooks to be re-written or
for teachers to use additional materials.

The Role ofDiscussion: Creating a safe zone for exploring these concepts
Where many educators and curricula fall short is using lessons that do not
empower the students to make connections between historical events and current
situations. By allowing students to explore the material in a discussion guided by the
educator, we enable students to process the emotions experienced when confronting a
painful history. The expectation is that by fostering individual processing of the content,
an appreciation of diversity and understanding will develop.
Students are asked to absorb the lessons of history without question; however,
when such lessons challenge a students' known history or identity that reaction is likely
to be uncomfortable or frightening (Mcfalls & Cobb, 200 I: Dilg, 1999). Furthermore the
lessons may lead the White students to feeling blamed for the nation's history of
mistreatment of various populations (Howard, 1999). Emotions of guilt tend to grow out
of blame, which Howard notes will only trap students in Helms' reintegration schema.
The only way to facilitate students growth and escape reintegration, whereby they
express anger at those who cause them shame and guilt, is to encourage the students to
talk about their reactions (Howard, 1999).
Considering that one of the dimensions of multicultural education is prejudice
reduction (Banks, 2002), teachers must recognize that classroom discussions are
fundamental to assisting students in becoming culturally competent citizens. Supporting
the need for discussion, Festinger reports that changing the "learner's opinion toward the
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desired learning objective [i.e. historical mistreatment of native populations] requires an
open discussion of the topic" (as cited in Mcfalls & Roberts-Cobb, 2001). Getting
students to feel comfortable enough to open up goes back to the idea of fostering a safe
environment where ground rules are established and students know that they are expected
to actively engage in the material by participating verbally. Mcfalls and Cobb-Roberts
state that teachers must facilitate classroom discussions in a mam1er that ensures a variety
view points are represented (2001 ). If classroom discussions are limited to only one
viewpoint (for example, the opposing viewpoint to white students prior knowledge) the
activity will actually serve the opposite purpose, only strengthening students original
opinions rather than changing their ways of thinking (Mcfalls & Cobb-Roberts, 2001).
Further supporting their claim, the authors mentioned the constructivist theory,
which holds that "learning will take place through social interaction, and when the learner
takes and active role in the construction of personal knowledge" (Piaget, 1952; Vygotsky
1978; as cited in Mcfalls & Cobb-Roberts, 2001). The research team further validated
the role of discussion in the classroom by looking to Piaget's works, "whose research
provided the foundation for the constructivist theory, suggested that experience and
reducing dissonance are the driving forces behind learning" (2001, p. 170).
Recognizing that guilt contributes largely to student dissonance, additional
theories have addressed guilt and how to help students move beyond it through specific
forms of discussion. Nile and Straton (2003) have created a framework to help students
process the feelings of guilt with the ultimate goal of having students that are capable of
facing the reality of history and being open and compassionate the experiences of others.
When teaching instances in history that are likely to cause White students to react,
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especially to feel guilty, using specific models within the classroom discussion can be
helpful. Employing such models will allow teachers to guide students through a process
of considering their role within United States history.
Nile and Straton's model suggests that students learn to mentally "walk around the
emotional blockage" to become more open to learning (2003, ,r &). Meaning that students
will be able to recognize that personally they did not enslave Africans, steal land from the
Native populations, encamp and murder millions of Jews, or directly have an active role
in historical instances of oppression by the dominant culture and therefore shed the need
to defend themselves. Teachers should permit and even encourage their students to be
specific about what they personally did not do. However, the purpose is to make clear
exactly what White students are responsible for; it is not to eliminate responsibility. Nile
and Straton state that by freeing the student of their historical guilt, they will be enabled
to identify what is their responsibility (2003).
The hope that all students will be instantly be freed of their guilt, and suddenly see
clearly what is their responsibility is idealistic. In reality, teachers may have to use
discussion and questioning techniques in order to guide students toward uncovering what
is their responsibility. White responsibility, according to Nile and Straton, is having
students first recoguize how Whites have benefited from historical oppression, regardless
of individual involvement (2003). Second, students need to see that while they did not
personally engage in the historical actions, people of their race did. Next is having
students see what they personally have done that can be considered oppressive behavior;
Nile and Straton suggest asking if students have ever laughed at racist jokes (2003).
Finally the point needs to be made that everyone must work to not participate in current
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racist acts. Such discussions with classes would allow for the suggestion that if White
students do not want to claim guilt for the historical oppression of the past, then it would
also be in their best interest not to commit such acts today.

The Role ofJournaling
Differentiating instruction will allow all types oflearners to express their opinions;
so in addition to discussion models in the classroom, journaling can help students process
their emotions and thoughts. Lawrence proposes that using journaling in the classroom
with heighten the value of individual lessons by allowing the students to reflect and
reconstruct information (1998). Journaling can be especially helpful in the secondary
classroom when "discussions that include highly emotional content about racism or other
forms of inequity" surface (Lawrence, 1998, i! 12).
University-level multicultural courses have employed reflective writing as a
portion of the course work with the intention that it will help the reader progress through
Helms' White racial identity stages (Lawrence, 1998). In such a setting the prompt for
journaling would be to reflect on some portion of the course for that week, whether it be a
reading, lecture, or classroom discussion. Applying such a model to the secondary United
States history classroom, the teacher would prompt students to reflect upon lessons that
evoke an emotional response or intrigue them. Such written reflections serve a dual
purpose, to help the student process new ideas and feelings and give the teacher some
guidance as to what parts of the curriculum were the most troubling or enlightening for
the class (1998). Teachers can use this data to modify future lessons, delivery or activities
in order to heighten the likelihood for student learning.
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CHAPTER THREE
Procedures of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a secondary level United States history
supplementary curriculum that is both well-rounded and culturally sound. The purpose of
such cmTiculum is to empower White students with the tools to process emotions that
develop as a result from content that challenges their previous knowledge of history. The
need to create such a curriculum is validated by research that proves White students who
are taught from the standard United States history content tend to develop resistance to
lessons that focus on the oppression of historically marginalized populations by Whites;
which, in turn, perpetuates stereotyping, intolerance, and exclusion of non-White races by
White students. Therefore, the study is to identify the best teaching tools and methods to
create a curriculum that will teach the positive contributions and virtues of all races and
well-rounded accounts of history.

The Genesis of the Project
Over the course of the author's education, it became apparent that the current
model of United States history curriculum is not effective. While it technically meets the
objective of filling young minds with stories of the nations' past, it does so through the
narrow scope of the dominant culture. In the twenty-first century, education now more
than ever, must prepare students to become citizens who possess civic virtue, tolerance,
critical thinking skills and a desire to learn in a multicultural Democratic society. The
authors education, from kindergarten to graduate school, provided a historical education
that failed to prepare students to be such citizens as previously described. Such failure
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became apparent to the author as it became increasingly clear that she, her White
colleagues, and classmates were highly resistant to multicultural education courses and
history courses discussing historically marginalized populations.
The author began to wondering why White students have negative reactions to
difficult content, such as institutional racism or white privilege. Convinced there was an
explanation that went beyond labeling the White students as simply "racist" or
"ignorant", the author reflected upon how her history courses had framed race relations
within the greater context of United States history. Such reflection and observation of
classmates led to the hypothesis that perhaps White students had grown weary ofrace
relations within history as it consistently affirmed that White people were always
oppressive, while the 'other' populations (historically marginalized populations) were
always the victim.
Thinking that the victim/oppressor formula left the White students defensive and
resistant to the content, the author set out to identify patterns in learning, teaching, and
student behaviors as related to such content. Furthermore, her goal was to apply the
research toward forming a supplemental curriculum that would interrupt this cycle. With
the hope that she could ultimately contribute to building a curriculum that would be more
likely to produce tolerant White students who are able to identify and work through the
guilt associated with United States history. Key to this is a curriculum that will teach the
positive contributions and virtues of all races and provide well-rounded accounts of
history.
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Project Development
The author first turned to a professor on campus who suggested multiple readings
and resources for information on multicultural education. Then through accessing data
bases such as JSTOR, ERIC and Social Sciences Index over forty articles and studies
were complied. The articles included the works of James Banks and Geneva Gay, leaders
in the field of multicultural education. By referencing the resources Banks and Gay were
citing, the author located additional research. The author collected resources that focused
on a wide range of topics: secondary level education, social studies education, urban and
rural education, cognitive dissonance, race identity development, anti-bias curriculum,
reflective teaching, and race relations in high schools. Finally, informal observations and
discussions with students at the Sumner, Tahoma, and Newport High schools helped
guide the author and provide validation that such a curriculum is in fact needed.
The review ofliterature made it clear that a supplemental curriculum guide with
lesson plans, discussion modules, and information for teachers would be best, as it would
be accessible and able to be implemented immediately. While this is not the revolutionary
model initially envisioned, it is a step toward an anti-bias curriculum.
The research was divided into five groups: theory, White racial identity
development, textbooks/curriculum, discussion, and reflective journaling. Each of these
elements is represented within the curriculum guide.
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Project Implementation
The cmTicnlum guide will be implemented within the author's classroom, and will
be distributed to interested colleagues. The author hopes that this material will be
accessed and considered by other social studies teachers within area school districts. The
author recognizes that many of her coworkers are hesitant to talk about race relations and
would rather profess teaching fairly by not seeing race; introducing the curriculum model
may be a challenge. In an effort to open the floor for discussion, the model will include
various articles for teachers to read prior to receiving the actual model.
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CHAPTER IV

A Curriculum Framework for the Infusion of Positive Historical Attributes of Diverse
Populations in High School United States History
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INTRODUCTION
This curriculum framework is written for social studies teachers who are
interested in teaching in a manner that will empower students to think critically about
United States history, its impact on modern society, and the role of power and privilege
both then and now. It is assumed that teachers accessing these materials are interested in
developing an approach to teaching United States history that goes beyond the standard
'heroes and holidays' manner of teaching students about traditionally marginalized
populations. The lessons are designed to be used by both novice and experienced
teachers, furthermore, teachers are urged to modify or personalize the lessons in order to
better suit their individual needs.

Introduction to Multicultural Education
Defining precisely what multicultural education is difficult, there are multiple
definitions and opinions regarding what it is specifically. The author has chosen to use
the definition as established by James Banks and Cherry McGee Banks:
•

Multicultural education is the 'field of study and emerging discipline whose
major aim is to create equal educational opportunities' for all people from
diverse cultural, racial, socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds. A key goal is
to 'help all students acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and skills needed to
function effectively in a pluralistic democratic society' (Banks & McGee,
2004).
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•

Multicultural education is an ongoing process that requires long tenn
investments of time and effort as well as carefully plam1ed and monitored
actions (Banks & Banks, 1993 ).

Essential Principles for Teaching and Learning
Listed below are the essential principles for teaching and learning as established
by the Multicultural Education Consensus Panel. The panel is chaired by James Banks,
Banks' research and recommendations were strongly taken into account for the creation
of this curricnlum framework.

Teacher Learning

Principle 1: Professional development programs should help teachers understand
the complex characteristics of ethnic groups within U. S. society and the ways in
which race, ethnicity, language, and social class interact to influence student
behavior.

Student Learning

Principle 2: Schools should ensure that all students have equitable opportunities to
learn and to meet high standards.

Principle 3: The curriculum should help students understand that knowledge is
socially constructed and reflects researchers' personal experiences as well as the
social, political, and economic contexts in which they live and work.
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Principle 4: Schools should provide all students with opportunities to participate
in extra- and cocurricular activities that develop knowledge, skills, and attitudes
that increase academic achievement and foster positive inte1Tacial relationships.

Intergroup Relations

Principle 5: Schools should create or make salient superordinate crosscutting
group memberships in order to improve intergroup relations.

Principle 6: Students should learn about stereotyping and other related biases that
have negative effects on racial and ethnic relations.

Principle 7: Students should learn about the values shared by virtually all cultural
groups (e.g., justice, equality, freedom, peace, compassion, and charity).

Principle 8: Teachers should help students acquire the social skills needed to
interact effectively with students from other racial, ethnic, cultural, and language
groups.

Principle 9: Schools should provide opportunities for students from different
racial, ethnic, cultural, and language groups to interact socially under conditions
designed to reduce fear and anxiety.

School Governance, Organization and Equity

Principle 10: A schools organizational strategies should ensure that decisionmaking is widely shared and that members of the school community learn
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collaborative skills and dispositions in order to create a caring environment for
students.

Principle 11: Leaders should develop strategies that ensure that all public schools,
regardless of their locations, are funded equitably.

Assessment

Principle 12: Teachers should use multiple culturally sensitive techniques to
assess complex cognitive and social skills.

Curriculum Design

Levels of Multicultural Curriculum

The literature has established Banks' four levels of multicultural curriculum. The
majority of schools are teaching within the first two levels. This curriculum model is
designed to teach at the third level, the Transformation Approach. It is appropriate to
target the third level, and not just the fourth, as multicultural education is an ongoing
process that takes many years.

•

Level one: The Contributions Approach. The content and teacher focus simply on
heroes, holidays, and discrete cultural events of historically marginalized
populations.

•

Level Two: The Additive Approach. Various content, concepts, themes, and
perspectives are added to the curriculum without altering its actual structure.
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•

Level Three: The Transfonnation Approach. The structure of the cmTiculum is
changed to empower students with the tools needed in order to view concepts,
issues, events, and themes from the perspective of diverse ethnic and cultural
groups.

• Level Four: The Social Action Approach. Students make decisions on significant
social issues and being to solve them through action.

What makes a lesson empowering?

A variety of components make a social studies lesson empowering. When writing
a lesson plan for United States history ask the following questions:

•

Is the content being delivered in its truest form?
o Teach students all of history, even the history that is hard to teach or is
painful to learn.

•

Is there an activity where a variety of student perspectives will be voiced?

•

How will I, as the teacher, foster a safe environment where kids are willing to
contribute in a positive manner and take risks?

•

Will all students have the opportunity to share their thoughts?

•

Is there room built in for individual processing?

Aligning Lessons with Learning Requirements

Content area learning requirements must be aligned with material taught in class.
Identify the content requirements as established by the state, as well as study
skills/thinking skills requirements as well. In Washington state the learning
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requirements are labeled as the Essential Academic Leaming Requirements (or
EALRs). Given the complex and potentially controversial nature of this cuniculum it
would be wise to have aligned the lessons with your State or district learning
requirements, this will serve as justification to parents and administrators in order to
rationalize your cmTiculum decisions.

Assessment Strategies

Depending on the activity the method of assessment will change. It is
recommended to use a variety of assessment strategies in order to accurately gauge
the learning of all students. The lessons within this cuniculum framework encourage
informal assessment via discussion groups, Socratic questioning, and observation of
student interaction. One valid form of informal assessment is using 'out the door
tickets' where in the last few minutes of class the students to write you a quick
response to a prompt that relates to the lesson. This will give you a quick check for
learning, and serves as a useful closing activity. More formal assessments should be a
variety of presentations, papers, exams, and interactive group work.

How to use the Curriculum Framework

This project contains a variety oflessons. Half are content specific while the other
half are designed to empower students by teaching how to identify bias, how to recognize
that knowledge is a social construction, and how to distinguish patterns through out
history. The obvious goal is to teach the content, however there is an underlying goal of
transforming the way that students think about history and historically marginalized
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populations. Each lesson begins with the teacher's version of the lesson plan that
identifies time needed, rationale of the lesson, materials needed, assessment and how the
lesson will operate. The lessons are not written in a scripted manner as it is the belief of
the author that teachers must mold lessons and delivery to their own teaching style and
personality; therefore, the lesson plans simply outline the steps of delivery. It is
recommended to begin the course with lessons on analyzing bias and racial identity
development, so that through out the year these topics may be woven into the history
lessons.
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Examining Bias in History
It is important to think critically about the historical inf01mation that you
have received in the past, as well as about historical information that you
receive in this class or in the future. In order to challenge your opinions and
interpretations of history, listed below are key questions that you should be
asking:

Whose History is this?

What is a fact?

What counts as history?

Who has the power to determine the both?
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Lesson Plan Ideas

In keeping with Constmctivist theory the activities below will foster an environment
where students interact with the content in a social marmer taking an active role in
creating the new knowledge. Furthermore, activities that include multiple student
perspectives are more likely to broaden students' thinking and opinions. In the case of
cognitive dissonance all of the activities helow are especially helpful as limiting the
lesson to only one perspective (that of the lesson being presented) is actually more likely
to increase student convictions to prior knowledge rather than change their thinking.
Thus, using discussions and such will create an environment where multiple perspectives
are present, increasing the likelihood to shift student thinking in a positive manner.

Think-Pair-Share

Inner & Outer Circles

Fishbowl

Whether a new concept is introduced or in order to get a
discussion staiied the Think-Pair-Share gives all students
a chance to contribute - a strength of this activity is how
it provides the less dominate students a chance to
contribute. Pose a question or inquiry, instmct the
students to think individually for a given amount of time,
then to pair up and discuss. Following the think and pair
time, have a whip around when the students share their
thoughts.
Give the students a reading or topic either at the start of
class or before class. Place the seats in two circles, with
the first circle inside the second. Have volunteers or a
selected portion of the students sit in the inner circle
where they will engage in a dialogue regarding the topic
at hand, while the second group silently listens and takes
notes. Be sure to have the students prepare open-ended
questions or have an open-ended question prepared.
Eventually have the groups switch positions, and
continue the conversation.
A spin on Inner & Outer Circles, use 5-7 students and
place them at the front of the classroom. Use this to
discuss open ended questions or to discuss the
application of a theory, a philosophy, etc. The students
not in the panel with take notes and follow along. There
is one additional seat on the end of the panel where the
students in the audience are aloud to 'pop in' and
contribute or challenge for one contribution. After the
discussion (15-20 minutes usually) have a class
discussion where the audience re-caps what took place
and contributes.
Assigned students to different readings or topics, have
them work in 'focus groups' to master the concepts. Then
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Jigsaw

Structured Academic
Controversy

Bias Investigation

Levels Discussion

group students so that each group is comprised of a
representative from each focus group. This as a great
active learning activity where the students are
responsible for learning the material and teaching one
another.
Place students into mixed ability groups of four, within
these groups the students should be in pairs - with the
sets of pairs facing one another. Use the groups to have a
structured debate when the students will 'argue' to
resolve an inquiry. This is best when attempting to have
students consider controversial topics, themes, policies or
events in history. Through a structured course of debate
the partners will eventually reach a consensus. See
Washington vs. DuBois lesson olan for the actual format.
Using the 'Examining Bias' worksheet have the students
examine a variety of materials for bias - this is typically
used for primary source documents (articles, newspaper
articles, art work, etc.) or may be used for web sites or
text books. Students may work in groups, pairs or
individually.
Give students a reading-a newspaper article, primary
source document, etc.-as they read it instruct them to
formulate three questions (or what ever is needed). Level
1 is a basic fact recall question, level 2 is a question that
requires some fact recall and a mix of personal thought,
and level 3 is an open-ended question that neither has a
right or wrong answer and requires the students to
thinking independently while considering the materials.
After the reading is complete and the students have
formulated their questions they will engage in a
discussion that will begin with the level one questions
and eventually end with the level three questions.
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RACIAL IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT, PART I
Lesson Topic
Introducing Racial Identity Development
Time Needed
One to two 55 minute periods
Purpose or Rationale:
With the intention of introducing a transfonnative United States Histo,y cuniculum that
will empower all students to recognize the contributions of all populations, students must
first be aware of how their own racial identity can influence their perception of history.
Within the lesson students will be asked to develop a preliminary racial identity
development theory of with a partner. This serves two purposes --first, it generates
conversation about race between the students. Second, it will have them construct a
degree of knowledge about how peoples thinking and identity could change.
Lesson Objectives:
The Student will be able to ...
,/ Explain what racial identity development is
,/ Relate the racial identity development theory to themselves
,/ Identify what stage of development they are in
,/ Theorize how each stage of racial identity development may 'look' in real life
,/ Speculate how racial identity development influences the interpretation of history
EALR's:
2.1.3
Compare and analyze major ideas in different places, times, and cultures, and how those
ideas have brought about continuity, change, or conflict
1.3.3
Examine and analyze how the contributions of various cultural groups influence society.

Materials Needed
,/ Overhead projector or Smartboard
,/ Slides with definitions of stages
Anticipatory Set (Entry Task)
Ask students how their identity impacts how they live life. Try to not rephrase the
question for the students, allow them to wrestle with its ambiguity. Allow for about 3-4
minutes of time to ponder and write, then open floor for discussion.
Activities & Procedures
I. Introduce concept of racial identity development by writing the name
on the board - have the class discuss what it could be or what it is,
guide the discussion to eventually provide a rough definition of what
racial identity development is.
2. Think-Pair-Share: In pairs, have the students hypothesize what the
spectrum or steps of racial identity development could be.
3. As a class, have various pairs introduce their theory and discuss why

Time in
Min
2-3

3-4
5-7
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they made their choices.
4. Introdnce Helms' synthesized racial identity development theory,
stage by stage. Discuss each one, allow for questions. Have the
students take notes. Ask for a thumbs up or down regarding
understanding.
5. Leaving the overhead displayed have the students tum to another
partner and begin to briefly discuss what types of behavior might
accompany each stage. Instruct them to jot individual behaviors on
one post-it per behavior each. Then on butcher paper or the white
board have a space for each of the five stages, have the students place
the behaviors corresponding to the stage of development in the
appropriate space.
6. As a whole class go through and discuss answers, lead the discussion
to ask how each stage of racial identity development could impact the
way that people learn about and interpret history.
7. Have each student write in the journal responding to the following
prompt:
JOURNAL PROMPT
What is Racial Identity Development and how does it relate to you? Jfyou
had to choose what stage you are in today-which stage is it? Why? What
stage would you like to be in? Do you know how to 'get there'?

10
5-8

3-5

10

Assessment "How will I know that they know"
Formative: The anticipatory set with allow for an informal assessment of student
awareness of the role that race plays in life. Additionally, the first step of the lesson will
allow for an informal assessment of whether or not students know what racial identity
development is. Circulation by the teacher will allow for further assessment during the
think-pair-share. Informal assessment such as 'thumbs up or down' should take place
through out in order to check for understanding.
This lesson serves in itself as a formative assessment for the remainder of the school year.
By establishing a baseline of student awareness or racial identity development, as well as
their own personal development. The journal entry serves as an assessment of what tools
and concepts need to be taught and/or affirmed in order to promote development.
Summative: The journal entry, to be read by the teacher, will allow for assessing each
student's mastery of the objectives without the influence of others. The additional
assessment of journaling allows for students who are less likely to join classroom
discussions to be assessed as well.
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Models of White Identity Development
Racist inclinations
associated with Identity
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- -· - -
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(1992)
.. -
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..
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I
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-
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I
I
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Internalization

I
I
I
I

!
I

I

I
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Antiracism

Redefinition
-

Conflict
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I

Resistance
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-

Lack of social
consciousness

PseudoIndependence

..
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Integration of White Identity Models
(Integrated models ofHardiman, Helms, and Ponterotto)
Stage 1: Pre-Exposure/Pre-Contact
White persons in the Pre-Exposure/Pre-Contact stage are unaware of social expectations
and roles with regard to race and are generally oblivious to cultural/racial issues. They
have not yet begun to explore their own racial identity, nor have they given thought to
their roles as White people in an oppressive society. At this point there is also an
unconscious identification with whiteness and an unquestioned ac.ce.ptance of stereotypes
about minority groups.
Stage 2: Conflict
Stage 2 centers on the construct of conflict over developing race-relations knowledge. At
this point there is an expansion of knowledge about racial matters that is facilitated by
interactions with members of minority groups or by information gathered elsewhere. This
newly discovered information challenges individuals to acknowledge their whiteness and
examine their own cultural values. The central feature of this stage is conflict between
wanting to conform to majority norms (i.e., peer pressure from White acquaintances) and
wishing to uphold humanistic, nonracist values. Key affective components of the Conflict
stage are confusion, guilt, anger, and depression.
Stage 3: Pro-Minority/Antiracism
White people often have one of two reactions to the emotional outcomes central to Stage
2. The first response is a strong pro-minority stance. Whites in Stage 3 experience selffocused anger and guilt over their previous conformity to White socialization as well as
anger directed outward toward the White culture in general.
Stage 4: Retreat into White Culture
Stage 4 is marked by the second of two extremes as a response to the Conflict stage.
Whereas some Whites deal with Stage 2 conflict by identifying with minorities, others
deal with it by retreating from situations that would stimulate such conflict. This latter
response is characterized by a behavioral and attitudinal retreat from interracial contact
back into the comfort, security, and familiarity of same-race contacts. White people in the
previous Stage 3 are often challenged on their pro-minority views by White peers who
sense a racial disloyalty or betrayal. Moreover, these Whites may be confronted by
minority peers who question their newfound supportive attitudes. As a result of peer
pressure and minority group rejection, some White people feel life would just be easier
and less complicated if they retreat into the "White world." Stage 4, therefore, is
characterized by an over-identification with whiteness and by a defensiveness about
White culture.
Stage 5-Redefinition and Integration
All three models posit a point where White people come to redefine what it means to be
White in today's society. There is a transition to a more balanced and healthy racial
identity. Whites acknowledge their responsibility for maintaining racism while at the
same time identifying with a White identity that is nonracist and healthy. They see good
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and bad in their own group as they do in other groups. Energy is now devoted to
nonracial issues and there is an interest in fighting all fonns of oppression. Whites at this
final stage are flexible and open with regard to culture-learning activities, both from their
own racial group and other groups.
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RACIAL IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT, PART II
Lesson Tonic
Reconsidering the Role of Race
Time Needed
1-2 55 minute periods
Purpose or Rationale:
The purpose of this lesson is to have students explore the role that race plays in society.
Rather than simply tell students that race and racial identity contribute largely to how
they see the world and interpret history, they will constrnct this knowledge through an
activity. Prior to introducing the activity or topic of the lesson the students will be taught
about cognitive dissonance. Research provides that teaching students about cognitive
dissonance actually reduces the level of dissonance to a lesson as the student will be able
to identify the emotion as it is occun-ing. Additionally, by educating students about
cognitive dissonance teachers are promoting a safe classroom environment where all
children can learn, promote critical thinking and hopefully avoid resistance or selective
processing. It is essential to conclude with a discussion, as it has been shown that only
introducing one perspective can increase resistance to ideas, thus a conversation will
allow for the introduction of many perspectives.
Lesson Objectives:
The Students will be able to ...
,/ Explain what cognitive dissonance is
,/ Apply the concept to their thinking and actions
,/ Analyze the role of race in daily life, and connect this to how it could influence
learning about history
,/ Conceptualize the prevalence of 'whiteness' through out society
,/ Synthesize how a dominate culture also dominates history, influencing the
manner in which other cultures are viewed
EALR's:
2.1.3
Compare and analyze major ideas in different places, times, and cultures, and how those
ideas have brought about continuity, change, or conflict
1.3.3
Examine and analyze how the contributions of various cultural groups influence society.

Materials Needed
,/ Overhead projector or Smartboard
,/ Overheads oflecture or copied as a handout
,/ Copies of Macintosh's Un12acking the Invisible Kna12sack
Anticipatory Set (Entry Task)
Recap racial identity development, noting each of the five steps and reviewing how this
mav imnact the manner in which students intemret historv.
Activities & Procedures
Time in
I. Tell the students that today history will be a touch more psychology
Min
than history as we continue to explore the manner in which we learn!
0
2. Quick Discussion:
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3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

./ Introduce concept of cognitive dissonance by asking the students
if they have ever had to learn something that challenged their
prior knowledge or did not if the infonnation taught does not
match with what they already know
./ Ask how this made them feel and how this impacted their
willingness to learn
Either distribute the handout on cognitive dissonance or display it on
the overhead. Deliver a mini-lecture on the material.
Then state that in order to continue exploring the effects of race on
history, there will be an exercise to examine how significant race is.
Distribute Peggy Macintosh's, Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack.
Have the students read this silently.
After reading the article the students are to respond individually with a
journal entry.
JOURNAL PROMPT: What is your response to this article? Do you
see any relationship between cognitive dissonance theory and your
reaction to the article? Explain how you managed your reaction to the
piece.
Inform the students that you want to debrief the reading and discuss.
Ask:
What was your initial reaction? What specifics do you agree or
disagree with?
Be sure to end class by thanking the students for taking risks and
sharing, also reiterate why Metadissonance will be important in a
history class, as well as life.

2-3

5-8
0

IO
IO
15

8-10

1

Assessment "How will I know that they know"
Formative: The teacher should use Socratic questioning through out the lesson to check
for understanding of new concepts being introduced. Furthermore, teachers can use the
students' reactions to the reading to informally gauge their resistance to controversial
material.
Summative: The journal response provides for an assessment of how well the students are
able to understand the conceot of coonitive dissonance and aooly it to their reactions.
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COGNITIVE DISSONANCE:
A theory used to explain how people respond to information that does not coincide with
their current understandings or beliefs.

STEP ONE
Cognitive Dissonance
" Psychological tension or dissonance may occur when new knowledge is different
from previously acquired knowledge
" Since this does not feel good, the first instinct is to reduce the feeling
o In order to reduce the feeling a person may:
• Deny or devalue the information all together
• Find new information that will reaffirm the previous belief
• Express resistance outwardly

STEP TWO
Metadissonance
..r When the student is cognitively aware of experiencing mental discomfort due to
dissonance
o When a student can identify the feeling it will help to reduce resistance and
encourage critical thinking

STEP THREE
Interaction & Dialogue
" Allow for all students to express their opinions
" Encourage critical thinking
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Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack

Peggy McIntosh
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THE IDEAL AMERICAN
Lesson Topic
Institutional Racism & the Ideal American
2 to 3 55 minute periods
Time Needed
Purpose or Rationale:
The purpose of this lesson is to have students explore how societal constructs have
defined the 'ideal American' through out the course of history. This lesson will provide a
phenomenal opportunity to discuss institutional racism and historiography, and how
certain characteristics were considered more desirable than others leading to
discrimination. It will also provide the chance to chart how society has changed, and have
the students decide if the country is finally equal. The expectation is that students will not
think that the country is equal and equitable now despite incremental progress-which
will allow for discourse regarding what should be changed. Changes regarding future
actions and changes to the education of students.
This lesson would preferably be used at the beginning of a United States history course as
a continuation of the racial identity development pieces and 'an introduction to the
country's history. If so, it would be beneficial for the teacher to continuously connect the
lesson back to a discussion of historiography (a study of the way that history has been
and is being written) so that students will see that most history books and historians have
been educated in a manner consistent with the era, the implication being that history is
often written in the same light of what is considered to be the 'ideal American'
eliminating 'less desirable American's' from the history book.

*Important*
Regardless of timing, it is imperative that the teacher makes it very clear that defining
what the Ideal American has been through out time is not to reinforce the dominant
culture, rather to demonstrate how the dominant White culture is predominately
represented in history books at the cost of eliminating the contributions of other races and
cultures.
Lesson Objectives:
The Students will be able to ...
./ Assess what was considered an 'Ideal American' through out history
./ Synthesize how this connects to racism
./ Identify how the concept of an 'Ideal American' had changed over time to include
more diversity
./ Discuss if there is an Ideal American
./ Reflect on the concept of an 'Ideal American' deciding whether or not one even
exists
EALR's:
2.1.3
Compare and analyze major ideas in different places, times, and cultures, and how those
ideas have brought about continuity, change, or conflict
1.3.3
Examine and analyze how the contributions of various cultural groups influence society.
l. l.3a
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Group events and individuals by broadly defined historical eras and use timelines to
identify and explain patterns of historical continuity and change in a succession ofrelated
events; compare and contrast different cultural perceptions of time
Materials Needed
./ Access to computers
./ Poster supplies (paper, glue, scissors, markers)
./ Textbooks

Anticipatory Set (Entry Task)
Have the students do a Think-Pair-Share with the following prompt: "How would you
describe the ideal American? Be specific. Be sure to explain your thinking." Once the
students have had two minutes or so to discuss, come together as a big group to discuss
quickly ( choose three or so pairs to share)
Time in
Activities & Procedures
1. Using the anticipatory set as a spring board, ask the students who gets
Min
2
to decide what the ideal American is, link this into heroes in the media
or those figures seen in history books. Introduce the concept of
examining how history is written, considering the time period it was
written in etc.
2
2. Inform the students of the assignment, pass out the assignment sheet
read through the introduction and remainder of the assignment as a
class and answer questions. Be sure that students understand why they
are doing this, see "Rational" above. In order to select what time
period students will be studying place a slip of paper for each era in a
basket, have the students draw the slips out.
90+/3. Instruct students to begin - circulate to provide guidance.
4. When complete have the students get into groups with each era
represented, in these groups they will give a quick run down about
their era, what the ideal American would have been and why
10
5. In the same groups have them answer the following questions:
./ Did the Ideal American change over time?
./ Why do you think that it did/did not change?
./ Did anything stay the same over time?
./ What is your reaction to this concept of an ideal American?
2-5
6. Come together as a whole group, have students report back about their
conversations and provide observations from the activity.
10
7. Have the students work on a journal entry individually to answer the
following prompt-JOURNAL PROMPT: Is there really an Ideal American? If there is,
how would you define it? If not, why not? Explain either answer
1
thoroughly.
8. Close by reiterating the purpose of the activity
Assessment "How will I know that they know"
Formative: Socratic questioning and observation will assist in assessing in students are
ITTasping the concepts - through out the student work time the teacher can assess
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knowledge through observation of student processing and progress as well. Furthermore,
the teacher can assess understanding through out subsequent lessons by looking for the
application of concepts introduced during the lesson to other content.
Summative: The two-page essay, poster, and journal entry will all serve as assessments of
whether or not the students understand the conce ts.
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WANTED!
THE IDEAL AMERICAN
Since the beginning of this nation the concept of the ideal American has existed.
However, from era to era what was considered 'ideal' changed and shifted based upon
what American society valued at the time. Your task is to research an era and based upon
your finding& deoide what the ideal American would be.

Your end result will be to produce a two page essay (12 pt., Dbl. Space) giving a brief
history of the era, explaining the values, and articulate how this connects to what the
Ideal American would be. Additionally, You are to make a Wanted Poster for The Ideal
American in a particular period of history.
You must access a variety of resources: textbooks, internet, and primary sources. Below
are the eras to choose from, circle the one that you are assigned to research.
1700
1920

1750
1950

1800
1970

1850
1980

1900
2000

Remember, this does not have to be a real person! The person should, however, represent
the ideal person for the period which you choose.

Supply the following information about your Ideal American:
Age
Sex
Religion
Address
Race
Occupation

Economic class
Married? Single? Divorced?
Number of children
Years of schooling
Interests or hobbies
Ten qualities or personality
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WASHINGTON VS. DUBOIS
Lesson Topic
Early Civil Rights Movement
Two 55 minute periods
Time Needed
Purpose or Rationale:
Two of the most famous and controversial Civil Rights leaders of the late 19th and early
20th Century were Booker T. Washington, the major African-American spokesman to
many white Americans, and WEB DuBois, who challenged Washington's cautions
attitude with views that included more civil rights for blacks as well as better educational
opportunities.
In this lesson, students will analyze the views of Washington and DuBois and make
conclusions as to the two men's impact on the early Civil Rights movement. Students
will analyze these two documents and compare them in a simulation in which they will
act as historians looking for the document and individual which had the largest impact on
late 19th and early 20th Century African-Americans. They will do this either through an
organized debate or a group discussion.

Lesson Objectives:
The Students will be able to ...
./ Compare and contrast two of the most famous civil rights figures of the late
19th and early 20th Century, Booker T. Washington and WEB DuBois
./ Make conclusions as to the impact of both men on the civil rights movement
and US History
./ Conduct research on writings of both men
./ Will demonstrate public speaking skills by using persuasive rhetoric in the
lesson
./ Assess how the civil rights movement was fueled by the contributions of
many men

EALR's:
2.1.3
Compare and analyze major ideas in different places, times, and cultures, and how those
ideas have brought about continuity, change, or conflict
1.3.3
Examine and analyze how the contributions of various cultural groups influence society.
l. l.3a
Group events and individuals by broadly defined historical eras and use timelines to
identify and explain patterns of historical continuity and change in a succession ofrelated
events; compare and contrast different cultural perceptions oftime
l. l.3b
Compare and evaluate competing historical narratives, analyze multiple perspectives, and
challenge arguments of historical inevitability
1.2.3
Identify and analyze major concepts, people, and events in 20th century U.S. History
including:
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~
~
~

Emergence of America as a world power ( 1890-1918)
Reform, prosperity, and depression
WW II, the Cold War, and International Relations (1939-Present)
~ Post-World War II domestic, political, social, and economic issnes (1945present)
Materials Needed
~ Copies pf Washington & DuBois's biographies
~ Copies of Students will read Booker T. Washington's 1895 Atlanta
Compromioe speech
~ WEB DuBois's rebuttal to Washington's remarks published as part of
DuBois's 1903 essay collection entitled, "The Souls of Black Folk"
~ Copies of the 'Memo'

Anticipatory Set (Entry Task)
Ask who the major civil rights leaders were. More likely than not students will name
Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks, etc. Explain that often time in history class we focus
only on the major 'Heroes and Holidays' of diverse populations. Instruct that in class that
day the class will be focusing on two men who are less well known to high school history
courses, yet significant players in the early Civil Rights movement.
Activities & Procedures
Time in
1. Introduce the lesson by passing out the 'Memo', have students read
Min
this and answer any questions that the students have
2-3
2. Place the students into mixed-ability groups of four, within the four,
have the students pair up. One pair will research DuBois, while the
2
other research Washington.
3. Have the individual students begin their research reading the primary
25-40
source documents and encyclopedia excerpts. As they are doing
research the students need to take notes.
4. Have the individual students come together with their partner to
review the notes, help one another comprehend, and to plan out their
10
argument.
35+
5. Have the students follow the debate format and engage in an academic
debate.
6. Conclude by having a whole class discussion where each group of
5-10
four shares their consensus and discusses the topic
7. Wrap-up with an 'out the door ticket' where the students will define
10+
who Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. DuBois were and what each
stood for, and their own personal opinion regarding who should be
chosen and why.
Assessment "How will I know that they know"
Formative: Checking student note taking, Socratic questioning, listening to debates will
all serve as quick checks for how the students are learning.
Summative: Out the door ticket and the consensus both will demonstrate mastery of the
objectives.
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MEMO
TO: Social Studies Students
RE: Civil Rights Special Committee
Congratulations! You have been selected to serve on a special committee that will
highlight the contributions of civil rights leaders during the earliest part of the 20th
Century.
As part of the commemoration, two different works have been selected by another panel
as the most important civil rights documents of the last 10 years of the 19th Century, and
first 10 years of the 20th Century. These two documents are Booker T. Washington's
1895 Atlanta Compromise speech, and WEB DuBois's Critique of Booker T. Washington
and others, from The Souls ofBlack Folk, published in 1903.
However, only ONE of the two works can be included in this exhibit. One group,
therefore, will research reasons why Booker T. Washington's Atlanta Compromise
speech should be included, and DuBois's Critique should not. The other group will
research reasons why the Critique should be included, and not the Atlanta Compromise
speech.
At the end of the research period, each group should be prepared to make an oral
presentation to the panel of judges (the teacher, or who the teacher designates) supporting
why their work deserves to be placed in the exhibit, and the other does not. At the end of
each presentation, the opposing group will have an opportunity to refute the other's
claims. At the end of both presentations and rebuttals, one person from each group may
sum up their side's opinion and restate why the other side did not effectively undermine
their case.
In order to allow for adequate time for both groups to present their case, we'll follow this
time schedule:
Group # 1 has 10 minutes to state their case.
Group #2 has 3 minutes to cross-examine Group # 1.
Group #2 has 10 minutes to state their case.
Group #1 has 3 minutes to cross-examine Group #2.
Group #1 has 4 minutes to sum up.
Group #2 has 4 minutes to sum up.
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Booker T. Washington Delivers the 1895 Atlanta Compromise Speech
On September 18, 1895, African-American spokesman and leader Booker T. Washington
spoke before a predominantly white audience at the Cotton States and International
Exposition in Atlanta. His "Atlanta Compromise" address, as it came to be called, was
one of the most important and influential speeches in American history. Although the
organizers of the exposition worried that "public sentiment was not prepared for such an
advanced step," they decided that inviting a black speaker would impress Northern

visitors with the evidence ofrncial progress in the South, Washington soothed his
listeners' concerns about "uppity" blacks by claiming that his race would content itself
with living "by the productions of our hands."

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Board of Directors and Citizens:
One-third of the population of the South is of the Negro race. No enterprise seeking the
material, civil, or moral welfare of this section can disregard this element of our
population and reach the highest success. I but convey to you, Mr. President and
Directors, the sentiment of the masses of my race when I say that in no way have the
value and manhood of the American Negro been more fittingly and generously
recognized than by the managers of this magnificent Exposition at every stage of its
progress. It is a recognition that will do more to cement the friendship of the two races
than any occurrence since the dawn of our freedom.
Not only this, but the opportunity here afforded will awaken among us a new era of
industrial progress. Ignorant and inexperienced, it is not strange that in the first years of
our new life we began at the top instead of at the bottom; that a seat in Congress or the
state legislature was more sought than real estate or industrial skill; that the political
convention or stump speaking had more attractions than starting a dairy farm or truck
garden.
A ship lost at sea for many days suddenly sighted a friendly vessel. From the mast of the
unfortunate vessel was seen a signal,"Water, water; we die of thirst!" The answer from
the friendly vessel at once came back, "Cast down your bucket where you are." A second
time the signal, "Water, water; send us water!" ran up from the distressed vessel, and was
answered, "Cast down your bucket where you are." And a third and fourth signal for
water was answered, "Cast down your bucket where you are." The captain of the
distressed vessel, at last heeding the injunction, cast down his bucket, and it came up full
of fresh, sparkling water from the mouth of the Amazon River. To those of my race who
depend on bettering their condition in a foreign land or who underestimate the
importance of cultivating friendly relations with the Southern white man, who is their
next-door neighbor, I would say: "Cast down your bucket where you are"- cast it down
in making friends in every manly way of the people of all races by whom we are
surrounded.
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Cast it down in agriculture, mechanics, in commerce, in domestic service, and in the
professions. And in this connection it is well to bear in mind that whatever other sins the
South may be called to bear, when it comes to business, pure and simple, it is in the
South that the Negro is given a man's chance in the commercial world, and in nothing is
this Exposition more eloquent than in emphasizing this chance. Our greatest danger is
that in the great leap from slavery to freedom we may overlook the fact that the masses of
us are to live by the productions of our hands, and fail to keep in mind that we shall
prosper in proportion as we learn to dignify and glorify common labour, and put brains
and skill into the common occupations of life; shall prosper in proportion as we learn to
draw the line between the superficial and the substantial, the ornamental gewgaws of life
and the useful. No race can prosper till it learns that there is as much dignity in tilling a
field as in writing a poem. It is at the bottom oflife we must begin, and not at the top.
Nor should we permit our grievances to overshadow our opportunities.
To those of the white race who look to the incoming of those of foreign birth and strange
tongue and habits for the prosperity of the South, were I permitted I would repeat what I
say to my own race,"Cast down your bucket where you are." Cast it down among the
eight millions of Negroes whose habits you know, whose fidelity and love you have
tested in days when to have proved treacherous meant the min of your firesides. Cast
down your bucket among these people who have, without strikes and labour wars, tilled
your fields, cleared your forests, builded your railroads and cities, and brought forth
treasures from the bowels of the earth, and helped make possible this magnificent
representation of the progress of the South. Casting down your bucket among my people,
helping and encouraging them as you are doing on these grounds, and to education of
head, hand, and heart, you will find that they will buy your surplus land, make blossom
the waste places in your fields, and rnn your factories. While doing this, you can be sure
in the future, as in the past, that you and your families will be surrounded by the most
patient, faithful, law-abiding, and unresentful people that the world has seen. As we have
proved our loyalty to you in the past, in nursing your children, watching by the sick-bed
of your mothers and fathers, and often following them with tear-dimmed eyes to their
graves, so in the future, in our humble way, we shall stand by you with a devotion that no
foreigner can approach, ready to lay down our lives, if need be, in defense of yours,
interlacing our industrial, commercial, civil, and religious life with yours in a way that
shall make the interests of both races one. In all things that are purely social we can be as
separate as the fingers, yet one as the hand in all things essential to mutual progress.
There is no defense or security for any of us except in the highest intelligence and
development of all. If anywhere there are efforts tending to curtail the fullest growth of
the Negro, let these efforts be turned into stimulating, encouraging, and making him the
most useful and intelligent citizen. Effort or means so invested will pay a thousand per
cent interest. These efforts will be twice blessed-blessing him that gives and him that
takes. There is no escape through law of man or God from the inevitable:
The laws of changeless justice bind Oppressor with oppressed;
And close as sin and suffering joined We march to fate abreast...
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Nearly sixteen millions of hands will aid yon in pulling the load upward, or they will pull
against you the load downward. We shall constitute one-third and more of the ignorance
and crime of the South, or one-third [of] its intelligence and progress; we shall contribute
one-third to the business and industrial prosperity of the South, or we shall prove a
veritable body of death, stagnating, depressing, retarding every effort to advance the body
politic.
Gentlemen of the Exposition, as we present to you our humble effort at an exhibition of
our progress, you must not expect overmuch. Starting thirty years ago with ownership
here and there in a few quilts and pumpkins and chickens (gathered from miscellaneous
sources), remember the path that has led from these to the inventions and production of
agricultural implements, buggies, steam-engines, newspapers, books, statuary, carving,
paintings, the management of drug stores and banks, has not been trodden without
contact with thorns and thistles. While we take pride in what we exhibit as a result of our
independent efforts, we do not for a moment forget that our part in this exhibition would
fall far short of your expectations but for the constant help that has come to our
educational life, not only from the Southern states, but especially from Northern
philanthropists, who have made their gifts a constant stream of blessing and
encouragement.
The wisest among my race understand that the agitation of questions of social equality is
the extremist folly, and that progress in the enjoyment of all the privileges that will come
to us must be the result of severe and constant struggle rather than of artificial forcing.
No race that has anything to contribute to the markets of the world is long in any degree
ostracized. It is important and right that all privileges of the law be ours, but it is vastly
more important that we be prepared for the exercise of these privileges. The opportunity
to earn a dollar in a factory just now is worth infinitely more than the opportunity to
spend a dollar in an opera-house.

In conclusion, may I repeat that nothing in thirty years has given us more hope and
encouragement, and drawn us so near to you of the white race, as this opportunity offered
by the Exposition; and here bending, as it were, over the altar that represents the results
of the struggles of your race and mine, both starting practically empty-handed three
decades ago, I pledge that in your effort to work out the great and intricate problem
which God has laid at the doors of the South, you shall have at all times the patient,
sympathetic help of my race; only let this he constantly in mind, that, while from
representations in these buildings of the product of field, of forest, of mine, of factory,
letters, and art, much good will come, yet far above and beyond material benefits will be
that higher good, that, let us pray God, will come, in a blotting out of sectional
differences and racial animosities and suspicions, in a determination to administer
absolute justice, in a willing obedience among all classes to the mandates of law. This,
coupled with our material prosperity, will bring into our beloved South a new heaven and
a new earth.
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W.E.B. DuBois Critiques Booker T. Washington

The most influential public critique of Booker T. Washington's policy of racial
accommodation and gradualism came in 1903 when black leader and intellectual W.E.B.
DuBois published an essay in his collection The Souls ofBlack Folk with the title "Of
Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others." DuBois rejected Washington's willingness to
avoid rocking the racial boat, calling instead for political power, insistence on civil rights,
and the higher education of Negro youth.

Of Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others
From birth till death enslaved;
in word, in deed, unmanned!
Hereditary bondsmen! Know ye not
Who would be free themselves must strike the blow?
BYRON
Easily the most striking thing in the history of the American Negro since 1876 is the
ascendancy of Mr. Booker T. Washington. It began at the time when war memories and
ideals were rapidly passing; a day of astonishing commercial development was dawning;
a sense of doubt and hesitation overtook the freedmen's sons,-then it was that his
leading began. Mr. Washington came, with a single definite program, at the
psychological moment when the nation was a little ashamed of having bestowed so much
sentiment on Negroes, and was concentrating its energies on Dollars. His program of
industrial education, conciliation of the South, and submission and silence as to civil and
political rights, was not wholly original; the Free Negroes from 1830 up to wartime had
striven to build industrial schools, and the American Missionary Association had from
the first taught various trades; and Price and others had sought a way of honorable
alliance with the best of the Southerners. But Mr. Washington first indissolubly linked
these things; he put enthusiasm, unlimited energy, and perfect faith into this program, and
changed it from a by-path into a veritable Way of Life. And the tale of the methods by
which he did this is a fascinating study of human life.
It startled the nation to hear a Negro advocating such a program after many decades of
bitter complaint; it startled and won the applause of the South, it interested and won the
admiration of the North; and after a confused murmur of protest, it silenced if it did not
convert the Negroes themselves.

To gain the sympathy and cooperation of the various elements comprising the white
South was Mr. Washington's first task; and this, at the time Tuskegee was founded,
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seemed, for a black man, well-nigh impossible. And yet ten years later it was done in the
word spoken at Atlanta: "In all things pnrely social we can be as separate as the five
fingers, and yet one as the hand in all things essential to muhial progress." This "Atlanta
Compromise" is by all odds the most notable thing in Mr. Washington's career. The
South interpreted it in different ways: the radicals received it as a complete surrender of
the demand for civil and political equality; the conservatives, as a generously conceived
working basis for mutual understanding. So both approved it, and today its author is
certainly the most distinguished Southerner since Jefferson Davis, and the one with the
largest personal following.
Next to this achievement comes Mr. Washington's work in gaining place and
consideration in the North. Others less shrewd and tactful had formerly essayed to sit on
these two stools and had fallen between them; but as Mr. Washington knew the heart of
the South from birth and training, so by singular insight he intuitively grasped the spirit
of the age which was dominating the North. And so thoroughly did he learn the speech
and thought of triumphant commercialism, and the ideals of material prosperity that the
picture of a lone black boy poring over a French grammar amid the weeds and dirt of a
neglected home soon seemed to him the acme of absurdities. One wonders what Socrates
and St. Francis of Assisi would say to this.
And yet this very singleness of vision and thorough oneness with his age is a mark of the
successful man. It is as though Nature must needs make men narrow in order to give
them force. So Mr. Washington's cult has gained unquestioning followers, his work has
wonderfully prospered, his friends are legion, and his enemies are confounded. To-day he
stands as the one recognized spokesman of his ten million fellows, and one of the most
notable figures in a nation of seventy millions. One hesitates, therefore, to criticize a life
which, beginning with so little has done so much. And yet the time is come when one
may speak in all sincerity and utter courtesy of the mistakes and shortcomings of Mr.
Washington's career, as well as of his triumphs, without being thought captious or
envious, and without forgetting that it is easier to do ill than well in the world.
The criticism that has hitherto met Mr. Washington has not always been of this broad
character. In the South especially has he had to walk warily to avoid the harshest
judgments,-and naturally so, for he is dealing with the one subject of deepest
sensitiveness to that section. Twice-once when at the Chicago celebration of the
Spanish-American War he alluded to the color-prejudice that is "eating away the vitals of
the South," and once when he dined with President Roosevelt-has the resulting
Southern criticism been violent enough to threaten seriously his popularity. In the North
the feeling has several times forced itself into words, that Mr. Washington's counsels of
submission overlooked certain elements of true manhood, and that his educational
program was unnecessarily narrow. Usually, however, such criticism has not found open
expression, although, too, the spiritual sons of the Abolitionists have not been prepared to
acknowledge that the schools founded before Tuskegee, by men of broad ideals and selfsacrificing spirit, were wholly failnres or worthy of ridicule. While, then, criticism has
not failed to follow Mr. Washington, yet the prevailing public opinion of the land has
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been but too willing to deliver the solution of a wearisome problem into his hands, and
say, "If that is all you and your race ask, take it."
Among his own people, however, Mr. Washington has encountered the strongest and
most lasting opposition, amounting at times to bitterness, and even to-day continuing
strong and insistent even though largely silenced in outward expression by the public
opinion of the nation. Some of this opposition is, of course, mere envy; the
disappointment of displaced demagogues and the spite of narrow minds. But aside from

this, there is among educated and thoughtful colored men in all parts of the land a feeling
of deep regret, sorrow, and apprehension at the wide currency and ascendancy which
some of Mr. Washington's theories have gained. These same men admire his sincerity of
purpose, and are willing to forgive much to honest endeavor which is doing something
worth the doing. They cooperate with Mr. Washington as far as they conscientiously can;
and, indeed, it is no ordinary tribute to this man's tact and power that, steering as he must
between so many diverse interests and opinions, he so largely retains the respect of all.

C

But the hushing of the criticism of honest opponents is a dangerous thing. It leads some
of the best of the critics to unfortunate silence and paralysis of effort, and others to burst
into speech so passionately and intemperately as to lose listeners. Honest and earnest
criticism from those whose interests are most nearly touched,-criticism of writers by
readers, of government by those governed, of leaders by those led, - this is the soul of
democracy and the safeguard of modem society. If the best of the American Negroes
receive by outer pressure a leader whom they had not recognized before, manifestly there
is here a certain palpable gain. Yet there is also irreparable loss,-a loss of that peculiarly
valuable education which a group receives when by search and criticism it finds and
commissions its own leaders. The way in which this is done is at once the most
elementary and the nicest problem of social growth. History is but the record of such
group-leadership; and yet how infinitely changeful is its type and character! And of all
types and kinds, what can be more instructive than the leadership of a group within a
group?-that curious double movement where real progress may be negative and actual
advance be relative retrogression. All this is the social student's inspiration and despair.
Now in the past the American Negro has had instructive experience in the choosing of
group leaders, founding thus a peculiar dynasty which in the light of present conditions is
worth while studying. When sticks and stones and beasts form the sole environment of a
people, their attitude is largely one of determined opposition to and conquest of natural
forces. But when to earth and brute is added an environment of men and ideas, then the
attitude of the imprisoned group may take three main forms, - a feeling of revolt and
revenge; an attempt to adjust all thought and action to the will of the greater group; or,
finally, a determined effort at self-realization and self-development despite environing
opinion. The influence of all of these attitudes at various times can be traced in the
history of the American Negro, and in the evolution of his successive leaders.
Before 1750, while the fire of African freedom still burned in the veins of the slaves,
there was in all leadership or attempted leadership but the one motive ofrevolt and
revenge,-typified in the terrible Maroons, the Danish blacks, and Cato of Stono, and
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veiling all the Americas in fear of insmrnction. The liberalizing tendencies of the latter
half of the eighteenth centmy bronght, along with kindlier relations between black and
white, thoughts of ultimate adjustment and assimilation. Such aspiration was especially
voiced in the earnest songs of Phyllis, in the martyrdom of Attucks, the fighting of Salem
and Poor, the intellectual accomplishments of Banneker and Derham, and the political
demands of the Cuffes.
Stern financial and social stress after the war cooled much of the previous humanitarian
ardor. The disappointment and impatience of the Negroes at the persistence of slavery
and serfdom voiced itself in two movements. The slaves in the South, aroused
undoubtedly by vague rumors of the Haitian revolt, made three fierce attempts at
insurrection, - in 1800 under Gabriel in Virginia, in 1822 under Vesey in Carolina, and
in 1831 again in Virginia nnder the terrible Nat Turner. In the Free States, on the other
hand, a new and curious attempt at self-development was made. In Philadelphia and New
York color-prescription led to a withdrawal of Negro communicants from white churches
and the formation of a peculiar socio-religious institution among the Negroes known as
the African Church, - an organization still living and controlling in its various branches
over a million of men.
Walker's wild appeal against the trend of the times showed how the world was changing
after the coming of the cotton-gin. By 1830 slavery seemed hopelessly fastened on the
South, and the slaves thoroughly cowed into submission. The free Negroes of the North,
inspired by the mulatto immigrants from the West Indies, began to change the basis of
their demands; they recognized the slavery of slaves, but insisted that they themselves
were freemen, and sought assimilation and amalgamation with the nation on the same
terms with other men. Thus, Porten and Purvis of Philadelphia, Shad of Wilmington, Du
Bois ofNew Haven, Barbadoes of Boston, and others, strove singly and together as men,
they said, not as slaves; as "people of color," not as "Negroes." The trend of the times,
however, refused them recognition save in individual and exceptional cases, considered
them as one with all the despised blacks, and they soon found themselves striving to keep
even the rights they formerly had of voting and working and moving as freemen.
Schemers of migration and colonization arose among them; but these they refused to
entertain, and they eventually turned to the Abolition movement as a final refuge.
Here, led by Remand, Nell, Wells-Brown, and Douglass, a new period of self-assertion
and self-development dawned. To be sure, ultimate freedom and assimilation was the
ideal before the leaders, but the assertion of the manhood rights of the Negro by himself
was the main reliance, and John Brown's raid was the extreme of its logic. After the war
and emancipation, the great form of Frederick Douglass, the greatest of American Negro
leaders, still led the host. Self-assertion, especially in political lines, was the main
programme, and behind Douglass came Elliot, Bruce, and Langston, and the
Reconstruction politicians, and, less conspicuous but of greater social significance
Alexander Crummell and Bishop Daniel Payne.
Then came the Revolution of 1876, the suppression of the Negro votes, the changing and
shifting of ideals, and the seeking of new lights in the great night. Douglass, in his old
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age, still bravely stood for the ideals of his early manhood,-ultimate assimilation
through self-assertion, and no other tenns. For a time Price arose as a new leader,
destined, it seemed, not to give up, but to re-state the old ideals in a form less repugnant
to the white South. But he passed away in his prime. Then came the new leader. Nearly
all the former ones had become leaders by the silent suffrage of their fellows, had sought
to lead their own people alone, and were usually, save Douglass, little known outside
their race. But Booker T. Washington arose as essentially the leader not of one race but of
two,-a compromiser between the South, the North, and the Negro. Naturally the
Negroes resented, at first bitterly, signs of compromise which surrendered their civil and
political rights, even though this was to be exchanged for larger chances of economic
development. The rich and dominating North, however, was not only weary of the race
problem, hut was investing largely in Southern enterprises, and welcomed any method of
peaceful cooperation. Thus, by national opinion, the Negroes began to recognize Mr.
Washington's leadership; and the voice of criticism was hushed.
Mr. Washington represents in Negro thought the old attitude of adjustment and
submission; but adjustment at such a peculiar time as to make his programme unique.
This is an age of unusual economic development, and Mr. Washington's programme
naturally takes an economic cast, becoming a gospel of Work and Money to such an
extent as apparently almost completely to overshadow the higher aims oflife. Moreover,
this is an age when the more advanced races are coming in closer contact with the less
developed races, and the race-feeling is therefore intensified; and Mr. Washington's
programme practically accepts the alleged inferiority of the Negro races. Again, in our
own land, the reaction from the sentiment of war time has given impetus to raceprejudice against Negroes, and Mr. Washington withdraws many of the high demands of
Negroes as men and American citizens. In other periods of intensified prejudice all the
Negro's tendency to self-assertion has been called forth; at this period a policy of
submission is advocated. In the history of nearly all other races and peoples the doctrine
preached at such crises has been that manly self-respect is worth more than lands and
houses, and that a people who voluntarily surrender such respect, or cease striving for it,
are not worth civilizing.
In answer to this, it has been claimed that the Negro can survive only through
submission. Mr. Washington distinctly asks that black people give up, at least for the
present, three things, -

First, political power,
Second, insistence on civil rights,
Third, higher education of Negro youth,
- and concentrate all their energies on industrial education, the accumulation of wealth,
and the conciliation of the South. This policy has been courageously and insistently
advocated for over fifteen years, and has been triumphant for perhaps ten years. As a
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result of this tender of the palm-branch, what has been the return? In these years there
have occurred:
I. The disfranchisement of the Negro.

2. The legal creation of a distinct status of civil inferiority for the Negro.
3. The steady withdrawal of aid from institutions for the higher training of the Negro.
These movements are not, to be sure, direct results of Mr. Washington's teachings; but
his propaganda has, without a shadow of doubt, helped their speedier accomplishment.
The question then comes: Is it possible, and probable, that nine millions of men can make
effective progress in economic lines if they are deprived of political rights, made a servile
caste, and allowed only the most meagre chance for developing their exceptional men? If
history and reason give any distinct answer to these questions, it is an emphatic No. And
Mr. Washington thus faces the triple paradox of his career:
I. He is striving nobly to make Negro artisans business men and property-owners; but it
is utterly impossible, under modem competitive methods, for workingmen and propertyowners to defend their rights and exist without the right of suffrage .

2. He insists on thrift and self-respect, but at the same time counsels a silent submission
to civic inferiority such as is bound to sap the manhood of any race in the long run.
3. He advocates common-school and industrial training, and depreciates institutions of
higher learning; but neither the Negro common-schools, nor Tuskegee itself, could
remain open a day were it not for teachers trained in Negro colleges, or trained by their
graduates.
This triple paradox in Mr. Washington's position is the object of criticism by two classes
of colored Americans. One class is spiritually descended from Toussaint the Savior,
through Gabriel, Vesey, and Turner, and they represent the attitude of revolt and revenge;
they hate the white South blindly and distrust the white race generally, and so far as they
agree on definite action, think that the Negro's only hope lies in emigration beyond the
borders of the United States. And yet, by the irony of fate, nothing has more effectually
made this programme seem hopeless than the recent course of the United States toward
weaker and darker peoples in the West Indies, Hawaii, and the Philippines,-for where in
the world may we go and be safe from lying and brute Force?
The other class of Negroes who cannot agree with Mr. Washington has hitherto said little
aloud. They deprecate the sight of scattered counsels, of internal disagreement; and
especially they dislike making their just criticism of a useful and earnest man an excuse
for a general discharge of venom from small-minded opponents. Nevertheless, the
questions involved are so fundamental and serious that it is difficult to see how men like
the Grimkes, Kelly Miller, J.W.E. Bowen, and other representatives of this group, can
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much longer be silent. Such men feel in conscience bound to ask of this nation three
things.
1. The right to vote.
2 Civic equality.
3 The education of youth according to ability.
They acknowledge Mr. Washington's invaluable service in counseling patience and
courtesy in such demands; they do not ask that ignorant black men vote when ignorant
whites are debarred, or that any reasonable restrictions in the suffrage should not be
applied; they know that the low social level or the mass of the race is responsible for
much discrimination against it, but they also know, and the nation knows, that relentless
color-prejudice is more often a cause than a result of the Negro's degradation; they seek
the abatement of this relic or barbarism, and not its systematic encouragement and
pampering by all agencies of social power from the Associated Press to the Church of
Christ. They advocate, with Mr. Washington, a broad system of Negro common schools
supplemented by thorough industrial training; but they are surprised that a man of Mr.
Washington's insight cannot see that no such educational system ever has rested or can
rest on any other basis than that of the well-equipped college and university, and they
insist that there is a demand for a few such institutions throughout the South to train the
best of the Negro youth as teachers, professional men, and leaders.
This group of men honor Mr. Washington for his attitude of conciliation toward the white
South; they accept the "Atlanta Compromise" in its broadest interpretation; they
recognize, with him, many signs of promise, many men of high purpose and fair
judgment, in this section; they know that no easy task has been laid upon a region already
tottering under heavy burdens. But, nevertheless, they insist that the way to truth and
right lies in straightforward honesty, not in indiscriminate flattery; in praising those of the
South who do well and criticizing uncompromisingly those who do ill; in taking
advantage of the opportunities at hand and urging their fellows to do the same, but at the
same time in remembering that only a firm adherence to their higher ideals and
aspirations will ever keep those ideals within the realm of possibility. They do not expect
that the free right to vote, to enjoy civic rights, and to be educated, will come in a
moment; they do not expect to see the bias and prejudices of years disappear at the blast
of a trumpet; but they are absolutely certain that the way for a people to gain their
reasonable rights is not by voluntarily throwing them away and insisting that they do not
want them; that the way for a people to gain respect is not by continually belittling and
ridiculing themselves; that, on the contrary, Negroes must insist continually, in season
and out of season, that voting is necessary to modern manhood, that color discrimination
is barbarism, and that black boys need education as well as white boys.
In failing thus to state plainly and unequivocally the legitimate demands of their people,
even at the cost of opposing an honored leader, the thinking classes of American Negroes
would shirk a heavy responsibility,-a responsibility to themselves, a responsibility to
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the strnggling masses, a responsibility to the darker races of men whose future depends
so largely on this American experiment, but especially a responsibility to this nation,this common Fatherland. It is wrong to encourage a man or a people in evil-doing; it is
wrong to aid and abet a national crime simply because it is unpopular not to do so. The
growing spirit of kindliness and reconciliation between the North and South after the
frightful difference of a generation ago ought to be a source of deep congratulation to all,
and especially to those whose mistreatment caused the war; but if that reconciliation is to
be marked by the industrial slavery and civic death of those same black men, with
permanent legislation into a position of inferiority, then those black men, if they are
really men, are called upon by every consideration of patriotism and loyalty to oppose
such a course by all civilized methods, even though such opposition involves
disagreement with Mr. Booker T. Washington. We have no right to sit silently by while
the inevitable seeds are sown for a harvest of disaster to our children, black and white.
First, it is the duty of black men to judge the South discriminatingly. The present
generation of Southerners are not responsible for the past, and they should not be blindly
hated or blamed for it. Furthermore, to no class is the indiscriminate endorsement of the
recent course of the South toward Negroes more nauseating than to the best thought of
the South. The South is not "solid"; it is a land in the ferment of social change, wherein
forces of all kinds are fighting for supremacy; and to praise the ill the South is to-day
perpetrating is just as wrong as to condemn the good. Discriminating and broad-minded
criticism is what the South needs, - needs it for the sake of her own white sons and
daughters, and for the insurance of robust, healthy mental and moral development.
To-day even the attitude of the Southern whites toward the blacks is not, as so many
assume, in all cases the same; the ignorant Southerner hates the Negro, the workingmen
fear his competition, the money-makers wish to use him as a laborer, some of the
educated see a menace in his upward development, while others-usually the sons of the
masters-wish to help him to rise. National opinion has enabled this last class to maintain
the Negro common schools, and to protect the Negro partially in property, life, and limb.
Through the pressure of the money-makers, the Negro is in danger of being reduced to
semi-slavery, especially in the country districts; the workingmen, and those of the
educated who fear the Negro, have united to disfranchise him, and some have urged his
deportation; while the passions of the ignorant are easily aroused to lynch and abuse any
black man. To praise this intricate whirl of thought and prejudice is nonsense; to inveigh
indiscriminately against "the South" is unjust; but to use the same breath in praising
Governor Aycock, exposing Senator Morgan, arguing with Mr. Thomas Nelson Page,
and denouncing Senator Ben Tillman, is not only sane, but the imperative duty of
thinking black men.
It would be unjust to Mr. Washington not to acknowledge that in several instances he has
opposed movements in the South which were unjust to the Negro; he sent memorials to
the Louisiana and Alabama constitutional conventions, he has spoken against lynching,
and in other ways has openly or silently set his influence against sinister schemes and
unfortunate happenings. Notwithstanding this, it is equally trne to assert that on the whole
the distinct impression left by Mr. Washington's propaganda is, first, that the South is
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justified in its present attitude toward the Negro because of the Negro's degradation;
secondly, that the prime cause of the Negro's failure to rise more quickly is his wrong
education in the past; and, thirdly, that his future rise depends primarily on his own
efforts. Each of these propositions is a dangerous half-huth. The supplementary truths
must never be lost sight of: first, slavery and race-prejudice are potent if not sufficient
causes of the Negro's position; second, industrial and common-school training were
necessarily slow in planting because they had to await the black teachers trained by
higher institutions,-it being extremely doubtful if any essentially different development
was possible, and certainly a Tuskegee was unthinkable before 1880; and, third, while it
is a great truth to say that the Negro must strive and strive mightily to help himself, it is
equally true that unless his striving be not simply seconded, but rather aroused and
encouraged, by the initiative of the richer and wiser environing group, he cannot hope for
great success.
In his failure to realize and impress this last point, Mr. Washington is especially to be
criticised. His doctrine has tended to make the whites, North and South, shift the burden
of the Negro problem to the Negro's shoulders and stand aside as critical and rather
pessimistic spectators; when in fact the burden belongs to the nation, and the hands of
none ofus are clean ifwe bend not our energies to righting these great wrongs.
The South ought to be led, by candid and honest criticism, to assert her better self and do
her full duty to the race she has cruelly wronged and is still wronging. The North-her
co-partner in guilt-cannot salve her conscience by plastering it with gold. We cannot
settle this problem by diplomacy and suaveness, by "policy" alone. If worse comes to
worst, can the moral fibre of this country survive the slow throttling and murder of nine
millions of men?
The black men of America have a duty to perform, a duty stem and delicate,-a forward
movement to oppose a part of the work of their greatest leader. So far as Mr. Washington
preaches Thrift, Patience, and Industrial Training for the masses, we must hold up his
hands and strive with him, rejoicing in his honors and glorying in the strength of this
Joshua called of God and of man to lead the headless host. But so far as Mr. Washington
apologizes for injustice, North or South, does not rightly value the privilege and duty of
voting, belittles the emasculating effects of caste distinctions, and opposes the higher
training and ambition of our brighter minds,-so far as he, the South, or the Nation, does
this,-we must unceasingly and firmly oppose them. By every civilized and peaceful
method we must strive for the rights which the world accords to men, clinging
unwaveringly to those great words which the sons of the Fathers would fain forget: "We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed
by their Creater with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness."
Source: W. E. Burghardt Du Bois, The Souls ofBlack Folk (Chicago, 1903).
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ATTITUDES & MYTHS ABOUT SLAVERY
Debunking mvths about slaverv
Lesson Topic
Time Required
Two to three 55 minute oeriods
Purpose or Rationale:
Many students have been taught about slavery in the United States through out their
education, and the message tends to be consistent through out schools that the Africans
were only victims. While this is true, as the institution of slavery was hon-ific, Africans
and the culture proved rather strong. The intention of this lesson is to highlight the
contributions of African slavery, the strength of a population and the African culture
while teaching the basics of slavery in North America. In order to move beyond the
standard lesson where students are only taught to see Africans as victims rather than a
courageous, strong culture, students will read a narrative, examine primary source
documents and engage in discussions.
Lesson Objectives:
The Students will be able to ...
v' Define the Trans-Atlantic slave trade
v' Analyze various perspectives of slaves
v' Predict how various attributes strengthened the slave population
v' Discuss lasting effects of slavery
EALR's:
2.1.3
Compare and analyze major ideas in different places, times, and cultures, and how those
ideas have brought about continuity, change, or conflict
1.3.3
Examine and analyze how the contributions of various cultural groups influence society.
l. l.3a
Group events and individuals by broadly defined historical eras and use timelines to
identify and explain patterns of historical continuity and change in a succession ofrelated
events; compare and contrast different cultural perceptions of time
l.l.3b
Compare and evaluate competing historical nan-atives, analyze multiple perspectives, and
challenge arguments of historical inevitability
Materials Needed
v' White board or Smart board
v' Reflection Guide
v' Copies of Virginia Gazette
v' Copies of Focus Questions
v' Copies of Student Reflection Guide
v' Copies of "In Mind and Heart"
Anticipatory Set (Entry Task)
Brainstorm prior knowledge of slavery on whiteboard, use this as a starting point for the
lesson as well as an informal, formative assessment of knowledge.
I Time in Min
Activities & Procedures
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2-3
1. Introduce the institution of slavery with a quick lechire use the
overhead and voice.
1-2
2. Pass out article on slavery, inform the students that slavery is a
concept that most students have been exposed to in school at some
point or another-however, in order to ensure that all students are on
the same page they will construct a better understanding through the
article before them.
3. Break the students into diverse groups of three or four, and pass out
10
the Reflection Guide
20-30
4. Instruct students to read the article
5. When finished the students are to begin engaging in a small group
discursion using the Reflection Guide to gnide their conversation and
for recording responses.
10-15
6. Come back together as a whole group; debrief what was read by
recapping the Reflection Guide. Use the white board to record
answers as to provide an additional means of communicating the
content covered in the Reflection Guide. Be sure to use the teachers'
1-2
version of the Reflection Guide in order to further push the students
thinking.
7. Transition by using the class discussion to introduce the next
activity, note that students will now examine primary source
documents in order to better understand various attributes and
40-45
strengths of the slave population and how what role those attributes
played in strengthening the culture.
8. Pass out the Virginia Gazette primary source documents and the grid.
2-3
Instruct the students to work in pairs to assess each advertisement,
and record observations individually.
9. Wrap up this portion of the lesson by having a quick debriefing with
Variable
the wholes class, with the emphasis on connecting back to dispelling
the three major myths about slavery.
10. Have the students respond to the following prompt, either in class or
at home. Journal Entry: How has this lesson impacted your perception
of slavery in North America? What is your reaction to learning about
slavery? Discuss how such topics make your think and feel. Are you
comfortable with it? Why or why not?
Assessment "How will I know that they know"
Formative: There are a number of assessments built into the lesson, starting with the
brainstorm. This will allow the teacher to gauge the extent to which students are familiar
with slavery and more importantly how they have been taught about slavery. The
discussion groups will provide the opportunity for the teacher to float into discussions
using observation to measure students' reflection on the material. Written responses
jotted down on the gnides will provide for quick checks, especially for less verbal
students. Socratic questioning during circulation is encouraged for further assessment.
Summative: The journal entry following the lesson will provide for an individual form of
assessment as well as teacher response.
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I Myths & Attitudes Regarding Slavery

./ Slavery was institutionalized in the colony of Virginia between
1640 and 1662 primarily through laws enacted by the Virginia
Asse1nbly and approved by the Royal Governor and the British
monarch
./ The establishment and codification of slavery in Virginia
became the model for the other colonies
./ Beyond this basic frainework, little is included in history books
about slavery during this formative period
./ Instead, historians concentrate on the period of the anti-slavery
movement, focusing on the activities of the abolitionists
./ As a result of the lack of information concerning the reality of
slavery during the colonial period, three basic myths have been
perpetuated:
o Slave owners were benevolent masters whose best
interests were served through maintaining and
protecting the health and welfare of their slaves
o Slaves, for whatever reasons, chose not to resist their
own enslavement
o Slaves were unskilled laborers who knew only how to
till the soil.
./ Although history books may do little to debunk these myths,
examining primary source documents provides evidence
otherwise
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"In Mind and Heart" with the Enslaved of Yesteryear
An Essay by Will Molineux
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TEACHER VERSION w/ PROMPT QUESTIONS
Student Reflection Guide
"In Mind and Heart" with the Enslaved of Yeste,year
By Will Molineux
BASICS
What was the Trans-Atlantic slave trade? The reading also mentions the middle
passage, what is this in relation to the Trans-Atlantic slave trade?

During what time period did slavery begin in North America? Describe how slavery
began in North America.

DISCUSSION
What was Wali Brandon's intention when he said to the young boy, "I want you to
realize-I want you to know-your history and to be proud of your history."

How did Brandon see Africans?

Brandon believes that people must move beyond an "intellectual appreciation of
slavery to an emotional understanding," what does this mean? What do you think
the difference is between intellectual appreciation and emotional understanding? Do
you think that most people have an 'emotional understanding' of slavery?

The archeologist, Davidson, discussed the living arrangements and homes. Focusing
on the social and emotional aspect, what did the slave population gain from these
situations? Were there any 'positives' at all?

What role did the living arraignments play in planning to subvert authority?

The author concluded that "ultimately the quarter, a structure created by planters
to control slaves, became something quite different, the wellspring of a new AfricanAmerican way of life." Assess this statement-what does it mean, what evidence is
provided, what is your opinion?
In closing the author notes that how slaves lived is more clearly seen now than before,
and with this development there is a lesson in remembrance. Why is it so important to
know about the lives of slaves? What aspects of their lives are most important to learn
about and why?
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Student Reflection Guide
"In Mind and Heart" with the Enslaved of Yesteryear
By Will Molineux
BASICS
What was the Trans-Atlantic slave trade? The reading also mentions the middle
passage, what is this in relation to the Trans-Atlantic slave trade?

DISCUSSION
What was Wali Brandon's intention when he said to the young boy, "I want you to
realize--! want you to know-your history and to be proud of your history."

Brandon believes that people must move beyond an "intellectual appreciation of
slavery to an emotional understanding," what does this mean? What do you think
the difference is between intellectual appreciation and emotional understanding? Do
you think that most people have an 'emotional understanding' of slavery?

The archeologist, Davidson, discussed the living arrangements and homes. Focusing
on the social and emotional aspect, what did the slave population gain from these
situations? Were there any 'positives' at all?

The author concluded that "ultimately the quarter, a structure created by planters
to control slaves, became something quite different, the wellspring of a new AfricanAmerican way of life." Assess this statement-what does it mean, what evidence is
provided, what is your opinion?
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Virginia Gazette Runaway Slave Ads
May 5, 1738. Ran away from the Subscriber's Quarters on Sapponic, in Prince George
County, 14 or 15 Weeks ago, a Mulattoe Man Slave, named Tom, 25 Years old, about 5
feet 8 or 9 Inches high, thin faced, and bushy Hair, if not cut off; he is very apt to grin
when he speaks, or is spoken to; had on an old dark Fustian Coat, with plain yellow
Metal Buttons; Hath been several Times taken up, and escaped again before he could be
deliver'd to the Quarter whereunto he belon'd; and the last Time shackled, Handcuffed,
and an Iron Collar about his Neck, with Prongs, and to some of them Links. Whoever
will deliver him to me; in Charles-City County, shall have a Pistole Reward, besides
what the law allows; and if brought from any great Distance a farther Reward suitable to
the Trouble, by

John Stith
N.B. It is suspected he will endeavour to escape on Board some Vessel
May 2, 1766. Run away from the subscriber, in Mecklenburg county on Wednesday last,
a fellow named Jack. It appears he has been principally concerned in promoting the late
disorderly meetings among the Negroes, and is gone off for fear of being prosecuted for
many robberies he has committed. He is a low squat made fellow, bow-legged, his eyes
remarkably red, has been branded on the right cheek R, and on the left M, though not
easily to be perceived. It is supposed he intends for Carolina or Georgia. Whoever
apprehends the said slave, and will deliver him to me, shall receive 50s. If taken 50 miles
from home and 6d [pence] a mile for a greater distance.

Robert Munford.
Oct. 10, 1767. Prince George, Sept. 28, 1767. RUN away from the subscriber, the 22d of
this instant, three slaves, viz. JUPITER, alias GIBB, a Negro fellow, about 35 years of
age, about 6 feet high, knock kneed, flat footed, the right knee bent in more than the left,
has several scars on his back from a severe whipping he lately had at Sussex courthouse, having been tried there for stirring up the Negroes to an insurrection, being a
great New light preacher. ROBIN about 25 years of age, a stout fellow, about 6 feet high,
has a film over one of his eyes, a sore on one of his shins, and is brother to Gibb.
DINAH, an old wench, very large, near 6 feet high; she has a remarkable stump of a
thumb, occasioned by a whitlow, by which the bones of the first joint came out and is
mother to the two fellows. They carried with them a variety of clothes, among the rest an
old blue duffil great coat, one bearskin do. a scarlet jacket, and a fine new linen shirt. It
is supposed they will endeavour to make their escape southward. Whoever takes up, and
conveys to me the above slave, shall have a reward of 50s. for each of the fellows, and
20s for the wench, if taken in Virginia; if any other government, £5 for each of the
fellows, and 40s for the wench paid by

George Noble
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Oct. 20, 1768. RUN away from the subscriber in Chesterfield, the Wednesday before
Easter last, a bright mulatto wench named Jude, about 30 years old is very remarkable,
has lost one eye, but which I have forgot, has long black hair, a large scar on one of her
elbows, and several other scars on her face, and has been subject to running away ever
since she was ten years old. I have great reason to think she will pass for a free woman,
and endeavour to make into South Carolina. She is very knowing about house business,
can spin, weave, sew, and iron, well. She had on when she went away her winter
clothing, also a blue and white striped Virginia cloth gown, a Virginia cloth coperas and
white striped coat, besides others too tedious to mention. Whoever conveys the said
slave to me shall be well rewarded for their trouble.
Mary Clay

May 11, 1769. Run away from the subscriber in Charles City county, the 14th of April
last, a VIRGINIA born Negro fellow named PETER, about 44 years of age, of a black
complexion, a slim fellow, his teeth cut before as if broke off, and is a sly artful rogue if
not watched; he carried with him sundry clothes, such as crop Negroes usually wear, also
a white Virginia cloth waistcoat and petticoat, a Tarlton plaid gown, and sundry other of
his wife's clothes. He also carried away a gun of an uncommon large size, and a fiddle,
which he is much delighted in when he gets any strong drink, which he is remarkably
fond of, and then very talkative and impudent. I suspect he has gone to Amelia county, to
Mr. Tanner's, as Mrs. Tanner, alias Mrs. Johnson, sold him to Mr. Richard Hayles, and
by him sold to the subscriber, as he often told the other Negroes that if ever I used him ill
he would go to his old mistress, as she never sold him to Mr. Hayles, but only lent him
during pleasure, and that he would go to her and be protected. The said Negro is
outlawed; and I will give £10 to any person or persons that will kill him and bring me his
head, separate from his body, or 40s. if delivered to the subscriber near the Long Bridge.
William Gregory

Apr. 5, 1770. Forty Shillings Reward. RUN away from the subscriber, in York County,
about the 11th or 12th of November last, a very black Negro man named Ben, about 5
feet 6 inches high, 35 years old, spare made, by trade a carpenter, and understands
something of the coopers business, his upper teeth rotten, he has many clothes, so it is
impossible to describe them. He took with him sundry carpenters and coopers tools. I
expect he will endeavour to pass for a freeman, as he can read tolerably well, and am
doubtful of his obtaining a pass from some evil disposed person, and leave the colony.
This is to desire all master of vessels, and others, from harbouring him; and I will give
the above reward to any person that will deliver him to me, at Mr. James Shield's, near
Williamsburg.
Joshua Jones
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June 16, 1774. RUN away from the subscriber, about the 20th of April, a Mulatto
Fellow named Peter Brown, by Trade a Painter, but can do Carpenters Work, about 35 or
40 Years of Age, five Feet eight or nine Inches high, of a dark Complexion, slim made,
thin Visage, has lost several of his upper fore teeth, is fond of Singing and sings well,
has several Suits of Clothes, therefore I cannot describe his Dress. He was some Years
past tried for Robbery; and found guilty, but obtained the Govemour's Pardon on
suffering one Year's Imprisonment. After that Time he was sold to Mr. John Fox of
Gloucester, with whom he lived one or two Years; he then ran away and passed for a
Freeman in the Counties of King William, Caroline, and Hanover, where he was taken
up and brought home. As he had a Wife at Mr. Benjamin Hubbard's, it is likely he may
be lurking in that Neighbourhood, or near Petersburg, where he was raised. Whoever
takes up the said Runaway, and delivers him to me at Osborne's, shall have 40s. Reward.
All persons are forbid from harbouring or carrying him out of the Colony.

Peterfield Trent
Oct. 13, 1774. Run away from the Subscriber, last Friday, a likely Virginia born Negro
Man called JOHNNY, about 22 Years of Age, five Feet eight Inches high, has a down
Look, and Waiter. This Fellow formerly belonged to Armistead Lightfoot, Esq;
deceased, and is remarkable for Cock-fighting, Card-playing, and many other Games. I
suspect he will pass as a Freeman, and endeavour to get out of the Colony, as he can read
and write. All Masters of Vessels are cautioned not to carry him off, at their Peril. I will
give 40s. if taken within this Colony and brought home, besides what the Law allows, or
£5 if taken in any other Colony.

Charles Grymes
Dec. 1, 1774. RUN away from the subscriber, a Virginia born Negro Fellow named
WALTON, 23 Years of Age, of a light Complexion, middle Size, has a pleasing
Countenance, his Skin very smooth, one of his upper fore Teeth is decaying, which it is
likely he will pull out, and his Hair on the fore Par of his Head is cut short; he carried
with him four Shirts, two of them new Sheeting, two Suits of Clothes, one Russia
Drilling, the other dark brown Duffil, trimmed with gilt Buttons, &c. He had a Surtout
Coat, Velvet Cap, Hat, and every Thing else suitable for a Waitingman. As he is a very
artful and likely Fellow, he may endeavour to pass for a free Man, and I am doubtful has
got a Pass from a Negro of mine who can write a good Hand. This Fellow has waited on
me for three Years past, and always rode with me, so that he has a general Acquaintance:
but as he was raised in Nansemond, near the old Town, it is probably he is gone there, as
his Friends live in that Neighbourhood. Whoever takes up the said Runaway, and brings
him home, shall have £3 Reward, or 30s. if committed to Jail. All Persons are forbid
harbouring or carrying the said Slave out of the Colony.

Peterfield Trent.

** As the said Fellow ran away without receiving any Abuse, the * Taker up is desired
to give him ten Lashes every ten Miles.
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Dec. 1, 1774. RUN away from the Subscriber's Plantation in Manakin Town, the last of
July or first of August last, a black Negro Man named Tom, fom1erly the Property of
Major Henry Gaines of King William, but since the said Gaines's Death has been sold
several Times, and is now my Property. He was bred by Major Gaines to keeping Horses
and riding Races, but is now a good Sawyer. He is not tall, knock-kneed, full Eyes, and I
believe a Speck in one of them, caused by a Chip as he was cutting with an Axe. He
values himself for his fine Dancing, is subject to Liquor, and fond of talking about
Religion. If he is taken in the Colony, and brought to me, near the old Courthouse, in
Albemarle County, or my Overseer, James Scott, at Manakin Town, I will give £3 and if
out of Colony £10.
John Scott

June 16, 1775. TEN POUNDS REW ARD Run away from the subscriber in Dunmore
county, in May last, a negro fellow named SAM. 5 feet 5 or 6 inches high, has a broad
face, and is a well looking fellow. As to his clothing, I cannot be certain, he having
carried several things with him. He also took with him an old bay horse very gray about
the head, an iron pot, a narrow axe, a handsaw, and an old smooth bore gun. About three
years ago he purchased his freedom of his old master, Mr. Francis Slaughter, and
continued in that state till this spring, when it was discovered he was attempting to
inveigle away a number of negroes to the new or Indian country ( where he had been
most of the last summer) upon which the neighbours insisted on his being reduced to
slavery again, and I purchased him. I imagine he will endeavour to pass as a freeman, he
having a discharge from his old master, as well as one from Lord Dunmore, having
served in the expedition against the Indians last fall. Whoever delivers said slave to me
shall have the reward that is offered.
Gabriel Jones

Dec. 1, 1774. RUN away from the subscriber in Dinwiddie, the 5th day of April last, a
dark mulatto man named JEMMY, 5 feet 9 or 10 inches high, well made, has remarkable
long feet, the middle toes longer than the rest, which they ride over, has lost part of one
of his foreteeth, which occasions the next to it to look blue, is a very artful fellow, and
will probably endeavour to pass for a freeman; he is very fond of singing hymns and
preaching, and has been about Williamsburg ever since he went off, passing by the name
of James Williams. Whoever apprehends the said slave, and secures him so that I get him
again, shall have 40s reward, and if delivered to me in Dinwiddie L4.
David Walker
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Nov. 29, 1776. RUN away the first of January 1775 a likely mulatto negro wench named
Kate, 18 years of age, well made, 5 feet 9 or 10 inches high, and talks very smooth. She
was hired to mr. Philip Moody of Williamsburg in 1774, and last year to mr. John
Thrnston, from whence she ran off. She has got a husband in Williamsburg, and
probably may pass for a free person as she is well acquainted in that city, and I have
repeatedly heard of her being there. She fotmerly belonged to the estate of Mr. John
Cary, deceased, of York county. I will give 20s. to any person that will secure her in jail
and give me intelligence thereof, or 40s if brought to me in King & Queen, at Mr. John
Thrnston's.
EDWARD CARY,jun.

Nov. 29, 1776. THE subscriber has for Sale, a likely young Negro Man, who has been
bred from his Infancy as a waiting and riding Servant, is remarkably careful of Horses,
and can be recommended for his Honesty and Sobriety, two superfine and nine Bolting
Cloths and Reels, that have been in Use, sundry Articles of Household and Kitchen
Furniture, such as Bedsteads with complete Sets of Callico and Gauze Curtains,
Mohogany Chairs, Sideboard and Tea Table, Dressing Tables, a few large Table Cloths
and Table Napkins, with some Kitchen Furniture, also a small assortment of Dry Good,
which he would take a very moderate Advance upon, for ready Money.
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Attitudes and Behaviors Regarding Slavery During the Colonial Period
Focus Questions
Focus Question #1: What skills did the slaves possess?
Skills:

Why would these skills be important during the Colonial Period?

Focus Question #2: How did the slave owners treat the slaves?
Specific behaviors of owners:

What attitudes towards slavery do slave owners hold?

Focus Question #3: What methods employed indicated whether this was active or
passive resistance?
Forms of resistance:

What methods employed indicated whether this was active or passive resistance?

Focus Question #4: By what means did slaves escape and where were their
destinations?
Possible escape method and routes:

What does this destination suggest about a slave's final goal?
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ASIAN AMERICANS IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Lesson Tonic
Asian American Role in the Pacific Northwest
Time Needed
Two to three 55 minute oeriods
Purpose or Rationale:
In order to have students understand the development of the Asian communities in the
Pacific Northwest the students will participate in a jigsaw. By having students take
responsibility for specific readings and information they will be required to engage with
the material, and teach it to their teammates. After exploring the immigration, labor, and
community of multiple Asian immigrant groups the students will engage in a class wide
debate evaluating the reasoning behind Executive Order YU66 (Japanese Internment).

This lesson is intended to fit in with a World War II unit- to be taught following Pearl
Harbor. However it could be easily altered to fit within a PNW unit.
Lesson Objectives:
The Students will be able to ...
,/ Synthesize information in order to debate various pieces oflegislation
,/ Describe the many contributions of Asian American laborers in the PNW
,/ Discuss and apply concepts of acculturation and assimilation
,/ Analyze modern immigration concerns and draw connections between the two
EALR's:
2.1.3
Compare and analyze major ideas in different places, times, and cultures, and how those
ideas have brought about continuity, change, or conflict
1.3.3
Examine and analyze how the contributions of various cultural groups influence society.
1.1.3a
Group events and individuals by broadly defined historical eras and use timelines to
identify and explain patterns of historical continuity and change in a succession ofrelated
events; compare and contrast different cultural perceptions of time
Materials Needed
Copies of the following documents:
Enough for the whole class:
,/ Introduction to "A History Bursting With Telling"
,/ Current event article selected from local newspaper or archives regarding
immigration - specifically see information regarding Spring 2006
Immigrant labor debates.
,/ Executive Order 9066

Enough for a third of the class each:
,/ Immigration excerpt
,/ Labor excerpt
,/ Communitv excerot
Anticioatorv Set (Entrv Task)
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Brainstorm with student cmTent knowledge about Asian Americans in the Pacific
Northwest, this can be a stand alone activity or serve as the first two-thirds of a KWL
(Know-Want to Know-Learned).
Activities & Procedures
Time in
1. Pass out the Introduction have the students read it individuallyMin
annotating as they work, come back together as a class and quickly
5-10
check for understanding
2. Explain how the Jigsaw will work, telling students that first they will
meet in 'focus groups' to read their assigned topic (either labor,
10
community or immigration} and discuss in order to develop a strong
understanding of their topic - be sure to have the students annotate the
reading and continuously check for comprehension
3. Upon completion of step 2 place students within their Jigsaw groups
where each focus group will be represented ( each group will have a
2
representative from the immigration, community and labor focus
groups)
4. Instrnct the students to share their findings and discuss the article read,
20
during this time they should be recording the information on the
accompanying hand out - it is key that the students listen and learn,
then record the observations. Be sure that the students do not simply
trade and copy.
5. Come together as a whole group to debrief
5
6. At this point introduce the history of Japanese internment during
15-20
WWII and Executive Order 9066. Have the students read the order,
then partner up to debrief it.
7. Come together as a group to hear what student reactions were
2-5
8. Have either an inner-outer circle discussion or a Levels discussion (see
20-25
pages 2-3 of curriculum guide) where they reconcile the contributions
of the cultures and actions as citizens yet were treated as foreigners
come war time.
10
9. Close with a journal entry.
JOURNAL ENTRY: List three new 'things' that you learned today.
What is your reaction to Executive Order 9066, do you think is was
morally right?
IO. Extension: Connect this to modem events, have students bring in
newspaper articles with similar events where cultures have been
excluded as a result of national security.
Assessment "How will I know that they know"
Formative: Circulate amongst the students, checking their annotation for understanding
and using one on one Socratic questioning in order to gauge understanding. During the
jigsaw use a similar method - circulate from focus group to focus group. Use observation
and Socratic questioning to measure the level of understanding. Observation during the
discussion will also serve as a measure of understanding.
Summative: The journal entry at the end of class will be assessable for overall
understanding and critical thinking.
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I INTRODUCTION

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here:
https://www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%
20Packets/Asian%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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I MIGRATION: MOVING WEST TO EAST

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here:
https://www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%
20Packets/Asian%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here: https://
www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%20Packets/Asian%
20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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I LABOR: BUILDING LIVES IN NEW LANDS

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here:
https://www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%
20Packets/Asian%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here:
https://www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%
20Packets/Asian%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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I COMMUNITY: FROM SEGREGATION, IDENTITY

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here:
https://www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%
20Packets/Asian%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here: https://
www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%20Packets/Asian
%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here: https://
www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%20Packets/Asian
%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here:
https://www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%
20Packets/Asian%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here:
https://www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%
20Packets/Asian%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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I CONCLUSION

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns. The text can be found here:
https://www.washington.edu/uwired/outreach/cspn/Website/Classroom%20Materials/Curriculum%
20Packets/Asian%20Americans/Asian%20American%20Main.html
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EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 9066
Whereas, The successful prosecution of the war requires every possible protection against
espionage and against sabotage to national defense material, national defense premises
and national defense utilities as defined in Section 4, Act of April 20, 1918, 40 Stat. 533
as amended by the Act of November 30, 1940, 54 Stat. 1220. and the Act of August 21,
1941. 55 Stat. 655 (U.S.C., Title 50, Sec. 104):
Now, therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States,
and Commander in Chief of the A1my and Navy, I hereby authorized and direct the
Secretary of War, and the Military Commanders whom he may from time to time
designate, whenever he or any designated Commander deem such action necessary or
desirable to prescribe military areas in such places and of such extent as he or the
appropriate Military Commander may dete1mine, from which any or all persons may be
excluded, and with respect to which, the right of any person to enter, remain in, or leave
shall be subject to whatever restriction the Secretary of War or the appropriate Military
Commander may impose in his discretion. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to
provide for residents of any such area who are excluded therefrom. such transportation,
food, shelter, and other accommodations as may be necessary, in the judgment of the
Secretary of War or the said Military Commander and until other arrangements are made,
to accomplish the purpose of this order.
The designation of military areas in any region or locality shall supersede designation of
prohibited and restricted areas by the Attorney General under the Proclamation of
December 7 and 8, 1941, and shall supersede the responsibility and authority of the
Attorney General under the said Proclamation in respect of such prohibited and restricted
areas.
I hereby further authorize and direct the Secretary of War and the said Military
Commanders to take such other steps as he or the appropriate Military Commander may
deem advisable to enforce compliance with the restrictions applicable to each Military
area herein above authorized to be designated. including the use of Federal troops and
other Federal Agencies, with authority to accept assistance of state and local agencies.
I hereby further authorize and direct all Executive Depmiment, independent
establishments and other Federal Agencies, to assist the Secretary of War or the said
Military Commanders in carrying out this Executive Order, including the furnishing of
medical aid, hospitalization, food, clothing, transportation, use of land, shelter, and other
supplies, equipment, utilities, facilities and service.
This order shall not be construed as modifying or limiting in any way the authority
granted under Executive Order 8972. dated December 12.1941, nor shall it be construed
as limiting or modifying the duty and responsibility of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, with response to the investigation of alleged acts of sabotage or duty and
responsibility of the Attorney General and the Department of Justice under the
Proclamation of December 7 and 8, 1941, prescribing regulations for the conduct and
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control of alien enemies, except as such duty and responsibility is superseded by the
designation of military areas thereunder.

Franklin D. Roosevelt
The White House, February 19,1942.
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Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Period: - - - - - Date: - - - - - Asian Americans in the Pacific Northwest

Community

Migration

Labor
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UNTOLD STORIES OF WWII
Contributions of all people to World War II
Lesson Topic
4 to 5 55 minute periods, including library time
Time Needed
Purpose or rationale:
To have the students see that World War II was won with the contributions and
dedication of multiple cultures. At present most students know the story of how White
soldiers and White women contributed to the war effort of this total war, however many
have not been exposed to the contributions of non-White cultures.
Lesson Objectives:
The Students Will Be Able To ...
,/ Develop an understanding of the contributions to the war effort by all Americans
,/ Identify the cultures that contributed the war effort and how specifically
,/ Use research skills in order to find credible resources
,/ Create a power point presentation in which they will report their findings
EALR's:
2.1.3
Compare and analyze major ideas in different places, times, and cultures, and how those
ideas have brought about continuity, change, or conflict
1.2.3 Identify and analyze major concepts, people, and events in 20th century U.S.
History including:

• Emergence of America as a world power (1890-1918)
•

•
•

Reform, prosperity, and depression
WW II, the Cold War, and International Relations (1939-Present)
Post-World War II domestic, political, social, and economic issues (1945-present)

1.3.3
Examine and analyze how the contributions of various cultural groups influence society.
l. l.3a
Group events and individuals by broadly defined historical eras and use timelines to
identify and explain patterns of historical continuity and change in a succession ofrelated
events; compare and contrast different cultural perceptions of time
Materials Needed
,/ Handouts of assignment
,/ Library time
,/ Internet access
,/ LCD Projector
Anticipatory Set (Entry Task)
Brainstorm with the students the 'story' of World War II, ask who contributed, and
discuss their basic understanding. Ask about the contributions of historically
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marginalized populations.
Time in Min
Activities & Procedures
3
1. Introduce activity by telling the students that they will be doing
research projects where they explore the various contributions to the
war effort by all cultural groups. Pass out and explain the
assignment, ask for questions
2. Place the students into mixed ability groups, have them meet up, and
2
assign their research target.
60-90+
*The assignment sheets contain a few suggestions for each
culture, however encourage students to stretch beyond the listed
2
resources
3. Student work time in the library for both research and building the
power point presentation
4. Pass out presentation guides for note taking during student
60
presentations, and explain behavioral expectations during the
30
presentations
5. Student presentations
6. Wrap up by having the students write a journal entry followed by a
discussion
JOURNAL ENTRY 7 What new information did you learn throughout
this assignment? How much of the material was new to you? If it was
new to you, does it surprise you that you had not yet been taught about it?
Hypothesize why you have not been exposed to it yet, is it a reflection of
education over all or just your experience?
Assessment "How will I know that they know"
Formative: Socratic questioning, observation during work time, and teacher established
check points based upon the needs of the student population.
Summative: Student presentations will serve as the final assessment of their learning, use
a checklist or rubric for grading. Journal entry will also serve a individual assessment of
student learning - the assi01ment of journaling could be made more formal if so desired.
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WWII: Contributions by all, stories untold
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUE IS PUTTING TOGETHER A SPECIAL
EXHIBIT FOR THE MANY STORIES UNTOLD FROM WORLD WAR
II. YOUR TASK IS TO RESEARCH AND BUILD A PRESENTATION
TO BE SHOWN AT THE EXHIBITION.
THE SMITHSONIAN HAS ASKED YOU TO RESEARCH:

REQUIREMENTS:
• Explore and describe what types of contributions the culture made to
the war effort
• Describe the contributions in detail
o If applicable be sure to discuss how their culture specifically
played a role in the contribution
• Describe how life changed or did not change after the war
• Describe the impact that the contribution had on the individuals or
community
• Use a variety of resources-primary sources, secondary sources (both
internet and books)
o Remember to be 'information literate' -- check for bias!
• Include at least three primary source documents in the presentation
o To be analyzed during the presentation
• A works cited page
o Use MLA format
• List any honors, medals, or if the government has honored the
contribution in any way
• Provide commentary
o As you learn about the contribution describe your emotions and
thoughts
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RESOURCES
The resources listed below are just a start! Please use other resources on the
internet and in the books found in the library! Use your information literacy
skills- check for bias, consider who created the website, is there language
that is racist, etc. Remember to take note of the resources that you use:
If you quote it, note it!

African Americans
• http ://www.historyplace.com/unitedstates/aframerwar/index.html
• http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/aaohtml/exhibit/aopart7 .html
• http://www.liu.edu/cwis/cwp/library/aaffsfl.htm
• http: //history.acusd.edu/gen/WW2Timeline/Tuskegee.html
Asian Americans
• http://www.nwasianweekly.com/20052442/editorial20052442.htm
• http://www.sfmuseum.org/war/issei.html
• http://www.archaeolink.com/asian american military service.htm
• http://www.goforbroke.org/
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/442nd Regimental Combat Team
American Indians
• http://www.defenselink.mil/specials/nativeamerican0l/wwii.html
• http://codetalkers.info/
• http ://www.navajo.org/history.htm#
• http://www.history.navy.mil/faqs/faq61-l .htm
• http: //www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/11 /20021101-7 .html
Hispanic/Latino/Latina
• http://utopia.utexas.edu/explore/latino/
• http://www.azcentral.com/news/specials/veterans/ articles/flyboys .html
• http://lmri.ucsb.edu/pipermail/reformanet/2003-December/Ol l 706.html
• http://www.archaeolink.com/latino americans in the military.htm
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Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date: - - - - - Period: - - -

WWII: contributions by all, stories untold
Data Gathering Chart

Culture

African American

American Indian

Hispanic/Latino/Latina

Asian American

Information Learned ...
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C

UNDERSTANDING TREATY NEGOTIATIONS
I Examining how treaties were written and bias
Lesson Topic
Time Needed
I One to two 55 minute periods
Purpose or rationale:
To expose students to the multiple perspectives surrounding treaty negotiations. It is
important for students to read about and understand the thinking and reactions by of all
parties involved. This topic is continually relevant as tribal rights are a matter of conflict
in modem politics, especially in the Pacific Northwest.
This lesson is intended for use with mixed ability groups, and will be entirely students
centered with the teacher circulating and guiding only if needed. If this does not fit the
needs or ability of the class, it may easy be altered to be teacher-led on the overhead.
*This concept could be applied to treaty negotiations through out the United States. By
using the National Archives teachers may locate materials and modify the lesson
accordingly.
Lesson Objectives:
The Students Will Be Able To ...
../ Discuss the U.S./American Indian treaty process of the early 19th century
../ Analyze the treaties
../ Reflect upon Black Hawk's interpretation of the signing of 2 treaties .
../ Considered the perspectives of each party involved
../ Identify and analyze the role that motives had in the actions of the U.S.
government, and if their actions were ethical
EALR's:
2.1.3

Compare and analyze major ideas in different places, times, and cultures, and how those
ideas have brought about continuity, change, or conflict
1.3.3

Examine and analyze how the contributions of various cultural groups influence society.
l. l.3a
Group events and individuals by broadly defined historical eras and use timelines to
identify and explain patterns of historical continuity and change in a succession of related
events; compare and contrast different cultural perceptions of time
Materials Needed
../ Overhead projector or a laptop with Internet access and a projector
../ Computer with RealPlayer to play the James Lewis video clip (either from
Internet or from downloaded copy)
o Link to the video available: http://lincoln.lib.niu.eduN ideo/LewisA.ram
o Downloadable copy available: http://dig.lib.niu .edu/teachers/video/videolist.html
../ Primary document packet which contains:
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(

o
o
o
o
o
o

Excerpts from Treaty with the Sauk and Foxes, Nov. 3, 1804, 7 Stat. , 84
Indian Agent Felix St. Vrain's My 15, 1831 letter to General William
Clark, Superintendent of Indian Affairs
Excerpts from Black Hawk's account of the signing of the 1804 treaty
Excerpts from historian Benjamin Drake's response to Black Hawk's
account of the 1804 treaty
Excerpts from Treaty with the Sauk and Foxes, May 13, 1816, 7 Stat., 141
Excerpts from Black Hawk's account of his signing of the 1816 treaty

Anticipatory Set (Entry Task)
Have the students take out a sheet of paper or their journal and jot down what they think a
treaty is, what roles that the parties involved play, and any knowledge they may have
about the treaties between American Indians and the United States government. Have
them hang on to this and use the other side for their journal response.
Watch the Real Video available online: James Lewis, Ph.D. Origins o(the Black Hawk
War. (2:08 minutes) After watching the video, ask the students to reiterate what James
Lewis said were the major reasons for the Black Hawk War.
Activities & Procedures
Time in Min
*The students will have read a section from their textbook or a
reading on the Black Hawk War.*
1. Discuss with the students what a treaty is and why there is a need to
3
examine the stories and reactions of all parties involved
2. Place the students into mixed ability groups and pass out the
2
documents and accompanying handout.
3. Instruct the students to begin working through the 1804 Treaty
20+
analysis
4. Stop the class, check for understanding, and discuss the 1804 Treaty
4-5
questions
5. Instruct the students to begin working on the 1816 treaty
20+
6. Stop the class and check for understanding
4-5
7. Discussion with the entire class - questions for consideration:
10+
• Do you think the U.S. government engaged in deceitful
negotiation practices with the American Indians?
• What role does power play in these kinds of interactions?
Economics?
JOURNAL ENTRY"".) Reflection on the lesson: Discuss what you
10-15
learned today- did you learn anything new? Why is it that the American
Indian perspective is rarely told in history books?
***In the discussion be sure that there is a clear dialogue about both
sides- be mindful of how students discuss the native population, prompt
them to consider the Indian perspective carefully
Assessment "How will I know that they know"
Formative: Socratic questioning during the work time, as well as their responses to the
material in their written assignment (in progress) will be used for assessment during the
lesson. Their contribution during the
Summative: Journal Entry responding to the prompt, as well as the finished assignment
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Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date: - - - - - Period: - - - - Treaty Negotiations
Write your answers on a separate sheet of notebook paper please. @

I t804 TREATY
What do you think the meaning of A1iicle 7 is?
Might this have anything to do with what James Lewis said about the treaty not being
enforced immediate! y?
Why have the treaty if it wasn't intended to be enforced immediately?
Might the Indians have been confused about the meaning of Article 7?

I St. Vrain's letter to William Clark
If Article 7 may not have been clear to the Indians, what do you make of it not being
understood by St. Vrain?

I Black Hawk's account of the signing of the 1804 treaty
What were Black Hawk's problems with the treaty-making process.
Black Hawk asks the people of the United States "to say whether our nation was properly
represented in this treaty? Or whether we received a fair compensation for the extent of
country ceded by these four individuals?" From his account, does it seem fair?
What are the diplomatic problems you see with this kind of treaty making?
British/Colonial American/Indian treaty missions in the 17th and 18th centuries were
more akin to the process of Native American treaty missions with other Indians. The
different head councils of the tribes would gather and exchange gifts; the agreement
would be hashed out over multiple meetings; the agreement was generally not formalized
in writing; both groups would be expected to remember the terms of the agreement after
much reiteration of the aspects of the treaty -- objects would be given to symbolize the
agreement (silver chains, and later medals). What is different about this particular treaty
meeting as described by Black Hawk?
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I Drake's (a 19th century historian) account of the 1804 treaty
What does Drake say in response to Black Hawk's criticisms of the 1804 treaty?
So what does Drake have to say about the legitimacy of the Indians who made the treaty?
What do you think of his argument? Should the U.S. government have tried to assess the
authority of the given Indians who were signing treaties?
Does Drake say anything about the alcohol abuse that Black Hawk talked about?
What does Drake say about why the Indians would be eager to participate in this treaty?
Does this seem like a legitimate argument to you?
Why does Drake think that the Indians didn't really have a problem with the treaty? What
do you think about this argument? Think about what we said about Indian treaty
expectations to remember and reiterate the nature of such treaties (as stated above.)
What does Drake think specifically about Black Hawk not recognizing the legitimacy of
the 1804 treaty? Does this seem like a logical argument? Think about Article 7 of the
treaty.
Overall, what do you think of Drake's claims? Do they adequately counter Black Hawk's
statements? Do you think Black Hawk still had a legitimate grievance?

! 1816 TREATY
Mucketamachekaka (Black Sparrow Hawk) is Black Hawk's mark of signature. How
does this impact your view of Black Hawk's contention that the 1804 treaty was
illegitimate when he signed this treaty in 1816 reaffirming the content of the 1804 treaty?
Does this treaty clarify the point oflndian removal?

I Black Hawk's account of the signing of the 1816 treaty
What do you think of Black Hawk's argument?
Do you think it would be likely that the Indians would sign a treaty and not understand
what they were agreeing to?
Black Hawk doesn't describe any consensus-building, or active discussions, just that the
treaty was signed. Does this indicate a change in diplomatic relations between the Indians
and the U.S. government from the 18th to the 19th centuries? Ifso, why do you think this
might be?
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TEACHER RESOURCES
Listed below are a variety of resources recommended for social studies teachers, by no
means is the list exhaustive, it is a starting point for the busy teacher. The resources vary
from recommended reading to helpful websites for plaru1ing empowering lessons.
Books
Dilg, M. (2003). Thriving in the Multicultural Classroom: Principles and
Practices for Effective Teaching. New York, NY: Teachers College Press.
Howard, G. (1999). We Can't Teach What We Don't Know. New York: Teachers
College Press.
Loewen, J. (1996). Lies My Teacher Told Me: Everything your American History
Textbook Got Wrong. New York: Simon & Schuster.

Articles of Interest
Denevi, E. (2001). Whiteness: helping white students and educators understand
their role in a multicultural society. Independent School, 61, 100-108.

Websites
•
•
•
•

National Archives Records Administration http://www.archives .gov/index.html
Multicultural Education http ://www.emtech .net/multicultural educati on.html
EdSitement http://edsitement.neh.gov/lesson index.asp
National Center for the Preservation of Democracy
http://www.ncdem ocracy.org/node/ 1 l 24

Lesson Plan Specific Resources
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

http://history.org/history/teaching/attitude.cfm
Hisotry Bursting with Telling: Asian Americans in Washington State
http://www.washington.edu/u wired/ outreach/cspn/curaa w/main.html
Colonial Willamsburg
http://www.hi story.org/F oundati on/ioumal/ summer03/ens laved. cfm
Mcfalls, E.L. & Cobb-Roberts, D. (2001). Reducing resistance to diversity
through cognitive dissonance instruction. Journal of Teacher Education, 52, 164172
W. E. Burghardt Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (Chicago, 1903)
http://www. vcsc.kl 2. in. us/staf[/mhutch/ice2000/iohnsonlesson. htm
Changing Attitudes in America
http://www.yale.edu/ynhti/cmTiculum/units/ l 994/4/94.04.04.x.html
Diplomatic Misunderstandings: Indian Treaties and the Black Hawk War
http ://dig.lib .niu.edu/teachers/na-lesson I .html
Teaching Future Historians http://dig.lib.niu.edu/teachers/na-packet.html
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CHAPTER V
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Research has proven that cunent social studies curriculum models being used are
not preparing students to become citizens who possess civic virtue, tolerance, critical
thinking skills or desire to learn in a multicultural Democratic society. The mam1er in
which content is delivered is shown to affect how students receive and respond to the
material, directly influencing their ability to master the content. By helping students
understand their emotional reactions in the classroom and racial identity development,
there is a greater chance of producing the well-rounded student described above.
Existing United States history curriculum tends to treat the history of traditionally
marginalized populations differently than the history of the dominant White culture.
Usually the history of such marginalized populations is taught in ma1111er that sends a
message to students that it is less important and not a part of the 'regular' history. As a
result of limiting exposure to the history of marginalized populations, the time spent on
such populations more often than not is limited to occasions of oppression, forced
assimilation, and genocide. This approach to United States history eliminates the
opportunity to expose students to the contributions and strengths of the population. The
current approach to teaching United States history is producing students who interpret
history in a victim/oppressor format; this neither makes White students proud of their
heritage nor helps White students to appreciate the contributions and cultures of diverse
population.
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Formulating a curriculum framework that will empower students to understand
not only their history and culture, but also that of others, requires the teacher to foster a
safe environment where student take part in an active learning experience. Primary to
forming a cmTiculum that will reach students and open their minds is a teacher who is
aware of the role that racial identity development plays within the classroom. When the
racial identity development process is applied to the lessons and classroom community
students will be empowered with the tools to manage their emotional reactions to content.
In keeping with the Constructivist theory, current research has proven that having
students engage in a dialogue following the presentation of difficult content or journaling
to reflect on emotional reactions will enhance the learning experience.
As a result of this study the author has formed a curriculum model that may be
used to help teachers begin infusing their curriculum with lessons that will empower
students to examine history and break away from the traditional victim/oppressor format.
The curriculum is two-part, half of the lessons are developed to empower students to
think critically about history and who has written it. The lessons and activities aimed to
help students develop a greater sense of information literacy, where they will be able to
analyze bias and recognize patterns in history. The second half of the curriculum model is
content specific. The topics of these lessons were chosen as they are most often topics
taught in a manner that does not empower the students.

It is this author's position that teachers must begin to empower their students by
first empowering themselves. Teachers need to continue to access resources and make an
active effort to change their curriculum. Districts need to take an active role in training
their faculty focusing on matters cultural literacy and how to empower students through a
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well rounded social studies education. Finally, research must continue to explore the
multicultural education in the social studies classroom specifically. Social sh1dies classes
have a unique ability to teach students skills that transfer to their lives and communities
via teaching them history content. Through continued research teachers will be able to
identify what is considered best practice and all teachers will begin to recognize the merit
of teaching history with goal to empower.
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